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Advanced Multil ingual Computer Systems for Measurement Automation and Computer-
Aided Engineering Applications, by John L. Bidwell and David W. Palermo Two new,

powertut desktop computers provide faster performance, a choice of programming languages,
g raphi cs, an d i ntern al rnass storag e for computer-ai ded en gi neeri ng.

Hardware Design for an Integrated Instrumentation Computer System, by Don D.
Stewart, Robert J. Horning, Ken L. Burgess, Ronald G. Rogers, and James W. Mcfucas

This desktop computer design is centered around a f ast 1 6-bit microprocess or and integrated CRT
display and flexible disc storage unifs.

l/O Philosophy and Architecture for Instrument Control, by Loyd F. Ne/son A nonstruc-
tured approach provides a new series of llO cards that have improved performance at a

lower cost.

Low-Cost Printers for the 9826A and 9836A Computers, by Michael J. Sproviero Ihese
thermal printers provide quality hard copy of text and graphics for HP's newest desktop

computers.

The 9826A/9S16A Language Systems, Kathryn Y. Kwinn, Robert M. Hallissy, and Roger E.
lson BAS/C, HPL, and a powerful version of Pascal can allbe used by a single 98264 or

9836A Computer System.

Data Communications for the 9826A and 9836A Computer Systems, by Carl M.
Dierschow and Robert P. Uhlrich The serial data communications interface handles many

asynchronous protocols and drives a variety of RS-232-C peripherals.

In this Issue:
The HP desktop computer on the cover of this issue is showing you its engineering graphics

capability by displaying a diagram of a system that its owner might be designing, or that it
might be controlling. The computer, Model 9836A, and its smaller-screen, single-flexible-
disc-drive cousin, Model 9826A, are the subjects of this issue. These two new desktop
computers are state-of-the-art descendants of the HP 9825 Computer/Controller, which has
been HP's top system controller since 1976. Over 28,000 customers now own 9825s.

People like desktop computers because they're friendly and dedicated, and these two new
ones are no exceptions. But we've learned a lot since 1 976. Using the latest technology, these

new computers are up to five times faster than the 9825. They can speak three programming languages-HPL,
BASIC, and Pascal-instead of just HPL. And they have much larger memories-up to two million bytes, or
characters. They're also reliable, having been designed that way and strife-tested to assure a low failure rate.

Both of these powerful machines make excellent controllers for automatic measurement, test, and control
systems. The 98364, with its larger screen, is especially good for computer-aided engineering, which means
helping engineers design and develop new products or systems. The computer can do simulation, prototype
testing, production of engineering drawings and printed circuit board layouts, software development, and report
generation.

An unusual feature of the new computers is the knob, a rotary control on the keyboard. When editing
programs, the user can spin the knob to move the machine's attention rapidly to the item of interest. ln
computer-aided engineering the knob can be used to change a parameter or component value while the
computer simulates how the product's operation will change as a result. In system control the knob can be used
for many things, such as varying the speed of a motor.

The article on page 3 will introduce you tothe 98264 and 98364 Computers. Articles abouttheir hardware and
software designs, how they interface with peripheral devices and instruments, and how they can communicate
with other computers are on pages 7,17,24, and 33. A new thermal printer family designed to work with them is
described on page 22.

-R. P. Dolan
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Advanced Multilingual Computer Systems
for Measurement Automation and
Computer-Aided Engineering Applications
Developing and running a tesf, measurement and control,
or computer-aided engineeringsystem is much easier if you
have the right tool. These computer sysfems are designed
specifically for such use.

by John L. Bidwell and David W. Palermo

ESKTOP COMPUTERS have provided scientists,

.  engineers, and other noncomputer professionals

with the ability to solve computation and instru-

ment control problems in a timely and relatively painless

way. The new HP Model 98264 and 9836A Computer Sys-

tems (Fig. 1) are fourth-generation desktop computers that

blend traditional desktop computer friendliness, powerful

computer features, and a state-of-the-art microprocessor

with a choice of three programming languages. All of these

ingredients take the best of the evolution of desktop com-
puters and add the price/performance advantages of the

latest technology.
The 98264 has a 178-mm-diagonal CRT (cathode ray

tube) display and a bui l t- in 5.25-in, 264K-byte f lexible disc
drive. The 98364 has a 310-mm-diagonal CRT display and
two built-in 5.2S-in, z6+K-byte flexible disc drives. At the

il*r'*-*-,il*ff*,

Fig. 1. Ihe HP Model 98264 Computer Sysfem (left) is a multilingual high-performance instru-
ment controller with built-in display and mass sforage cap ability. The HP Model 9836A Computer
System (right) is a large-screen-display version of the 9826A with added internalmass storage
capability. /t supports the same languages as the 98264 and is designed for applications

requiring additional graphics and computer-aided design features.
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98264 versus 9836A

The 98264 is designed to be the premier control ler of the 1980s,
replacing the 9825, the past standard of performance in instru-
ment control.  The 98264 is rackable and/or stackable, designed
to be visual ly compatible with other HP rack-mount instruments,
and has a high degree of internal peripheral integration within a
package that is only 18 cm high, The bui l t- in HP-IB interface,
clock, knob, and graphics are al l  capabil i t ies needed by most
instrument control systems.

The 98364 is a large-screen version of the 98264 with two
internal f lexible disc drives. Computer-aided engineering is the
target market for this new machine although i t  is equally capable
as an instrument control ler. The powerful architecture of the
98264 also serves the 98364 while the larger screen and second
disc drive faci l i tate programming, graphics display and mass
storage operations involving more than one medium. The dif fer-
ences between the 98264 and the 98364 are limited to careful
changes in the display and mass storage subsystems. Al l  of the
other hardware and software features are the same for both sys-
tems.

In adding a second disc drive to the 9836A the primary goal
was to maintain high-speed access, especial ly in the case of
disc-to-disc transfers. Two design paths were possible. The exist-
ing bus between the disc control ler board and the f irst disc drive
could have been extended to the second drive in a daisy chain
fashion, With this configuration, two problems would be encoun-
tered. First,  monitoring media changes on both drives would not
be possible. Second, when the drive select is changed a delay is
incurred in wait ing for the selected drive to become ready.

Instead of daisy chaining, a second drive cable was added.
This permits separate monitoring of media changes and readi-
ness for the drives, with the rest of the control ler logic being
shared. Wlth this design, media changes can be monitored by
software and the drive select can be changed without wait ing.

-Steve Chorak
-Jon Rubinstein

heart of both computers is a 68000 microprocessor chip
interfaced to a 100-pin memory and I/O (input/output) bus.
Also standard is a keyboard with ten (20 with shift) user-
definable softkeys, a built-in HP-IB* interface, a real-time
clock, a programmable beeper, and a graphics display sys-
tem (400x 300 pixels for the 9S264, 512 x 390 pixels for the
9836,\).  In addit ion to the standard ASCII** character set,
keycap labels and character sets are available for French,
German, Katakana (Japanese), Spanish, and Swedish-
Finnish.

A knob on the upper left-hand corner of the keyboard
provides both programmers and operators an input device
with an analog feel. When editing programs, this device is
connected internally to the CRT display's cursor for scroll-
ing program lines or moving the cursor to a particular
character within a line. Information about the knob (direc-
tion and amount of rotation) can be obtained by program
statements and used to control instruments (e.g., gang-run-
ing a synthesizerianalyzer combination) or computations
(e.g., adjusting a component value in an active circuit  whi le
continuously plotting the frequency response).
'Hewlett-Packard lnterface Bus, HP's mptementa|on of IEEE standard 488 (1978).
'*Amercan Standard Code lor information Interchanqe.
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Programming Languages
The 9826A and gBS0A Computer Systems can be used

with any of three programming languages-BAslc, HPL,
and Pascal (see article on page 24).

BASIC provides an enhanced capability set to serve a
variety of customers from first-time users who appreciate
simple BASIC constructs and friendly program develop-
ment to advanced programmers who appreciate fast,
sophisticated functions and subprograms and the unified
I/O and mass storage. Unified I/O means that all I/O opera-
tions appear to be the same to a programmer and can be
easily redirected to different devices (e.g., to a printer or a
disc file; from an instrument, keyboard, or disc file).

HPL is a very compact and efficient algebraic Ianguage
first used by Hewlett-Packard on the 9820 and later on the
9825 Desktop Computers. The version used in the 9826A
and 9836,\ provides a high degree of compatibility with
existing 9825 programs, files, and interface capabilities, a
significant improvement in execution speed, and several
new HPL features such as a full-screen editor, CRT
graphics, real-time clock, and access to the knob functions.

Pascal is a highly structured, modular programming lan-
guage that provides compiled speed and program de-
velopment contributions not found in other Pascal im-
plementations. Pascal programs are directly compiled to
68000 link form and are automatically linked by a librarian
routine which makes it easy to put together sophisticated,
modular systems.

The 98264 and gggoA offer users a flexible set of pro-
gramming language choices: each language is capable of
running on the mainframe and it is possible to order another
language as an add-on capability at any time. To provide
more user flexibility, some of the languages are available
"hard" in ROM (read-only memory) as well as "soft" to be
loaded into RAM (random-access memory). For instance,
users who intend to write most of their programs in BASIC
but occasionally use HPL are able to purchase hard BASIC
and soft HPL. The wakeup configuration of the system is
determined at power-up by a small ROM (called the boot
ROM). After init ializing the computer and performing
memory tests, the boot ROM determines which language
system to wake up. In the 98264 and 9836,t, soft language
systems such as Pascal have precedence over hard systems,
so the first item of business is to check for a disc in the
flexible disc drive. If a disc is installed, a front-to-back
search ofthe directory is made to see if there is a system file.
If one exists and has a file name beginning with SYSTEM_

l E 1
I B
l i
q E
5 E
Ei ti
: i r

:i 1l
1 t1[
l l r l
1 !r:r
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1 { a r
1 5 i r
1 E l E

Fig.2. Program listing in BASIC of benchmark program used
for obtaining data given in Table L



Table I
Benchmark Performance

Total Execution Time (in seconds):

9825 98264/98364 98264/98364 3826A/9836A

HPL HPL BASIC Pascal
----Interpreted-------------------- (Compiled)

7'1..48 6.S5 3.52 0.91

NOTE: Each language used the "best" features avai lable. BASIC and Pascal are capable

of running this program using integer math for var iable L ( the FOfuNEXT loop counter):

these are the t imes shown. HPL used mult iple statements per l ine wherever possible. Two

other numbers for BASIC have been run: 4.01 seconds using a 6,1-bi t  f loat ing"point real

var iable for the loop counter,  and 2.59 seconds using integer scalar var iables {A,K, and

L) and integer math wherever possible ( including integer divide (DIV) instead of

f loat ing-point div ide[/)  in l ine 60).

this soft system is loaded into RAM and given control. If no
system files are found on the disc (or no disc is installed),
the boot ROM searches from low memory towards high
memory looking for the ROM header of a language system.
If it finds one, it continues searching (on 16K-byte bound-
aries) to see if there is more than one hard system. If only
one hard system is found, this system is given control and
the computer wakes up in that language. If more than one
hard language system is found, the user is given a choice of
which one to turn on. For example, if BASIC and HPL are
both installed in ROM, the user responds to a prompt with B
for BASIC or H for HPL. If no hard or soft language system is
found a message is displayed indicating this fact; the user is
told to push RESET (SHIFT PAUSE) to try again.

Besides this procedure, the boot ROM also interrogates
the hardware and sets up a hardware-attribute table for use
by the language systems.  This table def ines the a l -

phanumeric screen width, the graphics size, and the inter-

nal disc configuration corresponding to whether the prod-
uct is a 98264 or 98364. This provides the language sys-
tems with the necessary information to configure them-
selves for either of these two products.

In addition to friendliness, excellent I/O, and graphics,
fast execution speed was one ofthe goals for each language
implementation. Table I shows the total execution time for
each 9826A/9836,{ language configuration fas well as the
9825) when running a simple benchmark program.l (We
have only shown the listing of the program in BASIC in Fig.
2. However, it represents the algorithm used by all of the
languages).

Versatile Backplane
The backplane of the 98264 and 98364 has eight user-

accessible slots. Up to four (every other oneJ of these slots
can be used for any of the many high-performance interface
cards that are avai lable (see Fig. 3). The remaining four slots
can be used to install RAM, ROM. and/or DMA tdirect
memory access) cards.

The interface cards (see art icle on page 17) include the
HP-IB card which is essentially identical to the built-in
HP-IB port and can be used in conjunction with a dual-port
DMA (direct memory access) card to provide data transfer
speeds of 200K bytes per second and a complete IEEE-4BB
implementation. The 16-bit parallel GPIO card provides all
functions implemented on its predecessors and supports
DMA rates up to L.5 megabytes per second. A high-speed
serial card with on-card buffering and a 19,20O-baud trans-
fer rate handles many asynchronous protocols and the
Hewlett-Packard Distr ibuted Systems Network Datal ink
(DSN/DL) protocol. Also avai lable are an RS-232-C card

F ig .  3 .  The backp lane o f  the
9826A and 9836A mainframes ac-
commodates up to four IIO inter-
faces andfour RAM, ROM,or DMA
cards in addition to the internal
HP-IB.
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designed to interface terminals and printers, and a BCD
(binary-coded decimal) card for reading information from
bit-parallel BCD instruments.

l/O Performance
Important operations for controllers include the ability to

do short I/O transactions quickly with a minimum of over-
head (such as outputting a short alphanumeric string to
select a channel on a relay scanner, or entering a reading
from a voltmeter). One of the tests made to determine the
effect iveness of the implementations was the Nelson
Benchmark (see Fig. 4) named after our lab manager Jerry
Nelson, one of the inventors of the HP-IB, who devised the
experiment. The equipment consists of an HP 3437A Sys-
tems Voltmeter, a 3495A Relay Scanner, and a 98264, Com-
puter System. The voltmeter/scanner combination mea-
sures the voltage at each node of a biased resistor st ick [ tO
resistors of equal value connected in series). The execution
time required to determine expected values, measure the
network, and check each measurement against a limit is
listed in Table II for each language configuration.

Table ll
Nelson Benchmark Performance

Execution Time (in seconds):

9825 98264/98364 98264/9836A 9826A/9836A

HPL HPL BASIC Pascal
----Interpreted-------------------- (Compiled)

0 . 1 1 3  0 . 0 9 2  0 . 0 7 7  0 . 0 3 8

NOTE: The t imed port ion (Fig. 4l  is the cal l  to "Get readings" and the loop contained in

l ines 130 through 170. The t ime for compi led Pascal includes some hand-tuning of the

measurement cal ls and a special ly wri t ten rout ine to convert  the DVM readings into

integer form so integer math could be used. This is a good example ofwhat is possible in

Pascal when used by someone who understands the appl icat ion and can tai lor the

program accordingly.  t js ing thd standard I /O l ibrary, the execul ion t ime for Pascal was

0 . 1 1  s e c o n d s .

Many Peripherals
The 9826,\ and 9836,\ have excellent capabilities to con-

trol the many hundreds of IEEE-4BB {HP-IB) instruments.
Also, several important peripherals are fully supported (in-
cluding full system testing). In the hardcopy area, the sys-
tems can use the HP 98668. 9876A. 2671,AlG and 2673.4
printers. The new HP 2670 Series Printer family is designed

: _ i : 1  
t !  r  r i E  : r r r 1  r  ' ; ;

' :  I  F ' . , .  r ;  . : , . ;

:  E  r :  f l i ' :  "

Fig.4, Partial listing of the Nelson Benchmark program used
to obtain data given in Table ll.
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to sit on top of the mainframe (see article on page 22).In
addition to raster-dot graphics dump supported on the
9876.4., 267lG and 2623A printers, high-quali ty vector
plott ing can be accomplished on the 7z2SA and 987ZB|C
X-Y plotters, and graphical input is supported from the
9111,t Graphics Tablet. Current disc support includes the
HP 82901 (dual drive) and B2g0z (single driveJ 5.25-in
f lexible disc drives, and the SBgbA B-in f lexible disc drive
(for both single-sided and double-sided discs).

Applications and Uti l i t ies
Many application programs are available for these com-

puters and many user programs can be adapted from other
computers. BASIC uti l i t ies are avai lable to do disc backup,
cross reference, and secure a program from listing. A train-
ing disc demonstrates the machine's capabil i t ies. Programs
to translate focm other HP implementations to 9826,4./
98364 BASIC are available. Applications for BASIC in-
clude a complete statistics package, a program management
package, and VisiCalcrM.

VlsiCalc s a trademark ol Vis Corp.
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HPL has several utilities, including disc backup. Pascal
has utilities as part of the system librarf to do HP-IB instru-
ment I/O, other interface UO, a subset of DGL graphics as
used on the HP 1000 Computer, and mass memory man-
agement.
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Hardware Design for an Integrated
Instrumentation Computer SYstem
by Don D. Stewart, Robert J. Horning, Ken L. Burgess,
Ronald G. Rogers, and James W. McLucas

HE DESIGN GOAL for the HP Model 9826A Com-
puter System was to replace the 9825 Desktop Com-
puter with a product having twice the perfor-

mance at about the same price. This meant not only better
than two times the speed of the 9825, but also better than
two times the overall functionality, friendliness, and
reliability. The 98264 has these features, can be operated
with several software languages, and is contained in a con-
venient package that can be rack mounted or stacked with
other instruments.

A block diagram of the 9826A hardware is shown in Fig'

t. The hardware for the 9836A is similar, differing only in

having a larger CRT and another flexible disc drive. The

CPU used by both systems is the 16-bit 68000 microproces-
sor. The following attributes made this part an attractive
choice:

r Versatile 16-bit-external/3z-bit-internal architecture
r 16-megabyte linear address space
r Memory-mapped I/O
r Powerful instruction set with 14 addressing modes and 5

main data types
r Seventeen 32-bit registem in addition to the 32-bit pro-

gram count6r and a 16-bit status register
r High-performance, B-MHz operation
r Opportunity for 98264/9S36A family growth as the

68000 family evolves.
The input and output signals of the 68000 are shown in

Fig. 2. The processor status bits indicate the state and the
cycle type currently being executed. The 6800 peripheral
control signals are included to allow for backward com-
patibility when interfacing to 6800-family peripheral de-
vices (e.g., the 98264 display controller). The system con-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of 9826A hardware sysfern.
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trol inputs are fairly standard with the exception of bus
error. The bus error input B-ffi informs the processor that
there is a problem with the cycle being executed. Upon
receipt, the 68000 aborts the cycle, places information on
the stack regarding the incompleted cycle, and branches to
a software bus error handling routine. In this way an intelli-
gent response to an incompleted cycle is possible. The
address bus is capable of addressing 8 million words of data
and the data bus provides a general-purpose 16-bit data
path. The asynchronous bus control lines supply the neces-
sary handshake to coordinate a data transfer. The bus arbi-
tration control lines determine which device in the system
will be the bus master. Finally, the interrupt control input
lines indicate to the 68000 the encoded priority level ofthe
device requesting an interrupt.

The hardware system's address and data buses are simply
the buffered form of the 68000's address and data buses.
Except for a few special-purpose additions, the same situa-
tion applies to the control and interrupt lines.

Memory Map
The system memory map is shown in Fig. 3. The first four

megabytes are assigned to system ROM and the boot ROM.
This part of the address space is a synchronous response
area. When the CPU board recognizes an access to this
address range, it internally sends a DTACK (data transfer
acknowledge) signal to the 68000 which creates a five-
clock-cycle access. This automatic DTEcx mechanism is
used because ROMs are synchronous devices. It avoids the
need for duplicating a fixed-delay or DTACK circuit on each
of the ROM cards. Instead, this function is centralized on
the CPU board.

Two ROM cards are available: a 128K-byte ROM board
with sixteen BK xB ROMs and a 512K-byte ROM board with
sixteen 32KxB ROMs.

The next four megabytes are assigned to the internal and
external I/O spaces. Fig. 4 shows the bit assignments for the

Address Bus

Heradeclmal
Add1s3s

Fig. 3. Memory map for 98264 and 98364 systems.

internal and external I/O accesses.
The four megabytes available for I/O are mapped into 32

select codes with 64K bytes of address space each. Hence,
only two of the megabytes are actually used. Select codes 0
through 7 are used by internal devices and select codes B
through 31 are used by external devices. The 98264 and
98364 operating systems automatically convert the user-
entered select code into the proper memory address; that is,
for select codes 0 through 7 ,bit21 is set to zero and for select
codes B through 3 1 , bit 2 1 is set to one. Thus, if an external
I/O card is set by the user to an internal select code number,
the card will never be addressed by the operating system.
This eliminates the possibility of an external card's trying to
communicate on the bus at the same time as an internal
card.

The internal I/O space is broken into synchronous and
asynchronous portions. The asynchronous portion requires
that the internal peripheral respond with nfaCr in much
the same manner that external peripherals and the read/
write memory card do. Internal peripherals residing in the
synchronous portion ofthe address space use the automatic
DTAC< mechanism, much as the system and boot ROMs do.
However, in this space, the number of clock cycles for
access by the CPU board is programmable from five to eight
cycles via address bits t+ and 15.

The next megabyte in the address space is used for HP's
internal testing and monitoring. The remaining seven
megabytes in the address space are reserved for RAM.

CPU Board
The CPU board (Fig. 1) contains two BKxB boot ROMs.

These ROMs contain the 68000 reset, interrupt and other
exception vectors as well as the necessary information to

System
Control

\eus *uitration

J 
control

1,n,",,u0,
J 

control

Fig.2. lnput and output contrcl signals for the 68000 micro-
p/ocessor.
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Internal Synchronous

0 1 0 0  0

Auto-
DTACK

Select Begister Select

x x x  x

Select
Code

x x x
Address

Bit

Address
Bir

Internal Asynchronous

Select Code Register Select

External

Select Code Register Select

Fig.4, Address bit asslgnments for internal and external IIO
accesses.

initialize the system on power-up and begin execution of
the appropriate language system. The 68000 requires that
these two ROMs reside at the very bottom of the address
space (Fig. 3).

The CPU board also contains a 64K-byte block of read/
write memory. This block of memory has the novel ability to
locate itself in the address space automatically as the
lowest-address block of RAM in the system. This capability
is necessary because the memory address switches on the
CPU board are not accessible to the user. Furthermore,
flexibility requirements of the system necessitate that the
CPU board RAM be relocatable and self-configuring. When
the system is powered up, the memory block is disabled by
the autolocate circuit shown in Fig. 5. This prohibits the
memory block from appearing in a random location depen-
dent upon the power-up state of the D-type flip-flops. Fig.
6a shows the power-up signal conditions for the circuit in
Fig. 5. Should an access to a memory location occur that
would create a comparator match, CS is still disabled (Fig.
6b) until memory-block-select enable 1WaXzur) becomes
valid (Fig. 6c). This means that the operating system is free
to begin accessing memory for power-up routines.

An early activity for the operating system at power-up is

Fig.6. Timing diagram for autolocating circuitry.

to determine the amount of available memory in the system
by beginning to search at the top of the address space and
then searching down until the first vacant location is found.
At this point, a bus handshake timeout RIPC occurs, indicat-
ing that no memory is present to respond. The circuitry
intercepts this signal and fills this first vacant Iocation (Fig.
6c). The memory block controlled by the autolocate elec-
tronics responds and the operating system continues the
search for another vacant location. Finally, a second vacant
location is encountered. This time the circuit sends the ilPC
signal on through as a bus error BERR (Fig. 6d). The system
then logs this information and continues normal program
execution (Fig. 6e). In this way, the controlled memory
block is automatically assigned to the first vacant location
in the address space without user or special operating sys-
tem intervention.

Address
Bit

Power-Up
Reset

tFEnes-erl

Bus Handshake
Timeout

(FiFe)

Memory
Block Select

(eS)

Address Valid
(E-As)

Fig.5. Sinplified block diagram
of autolocating electronics for
CPU memory block.
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Product Design for Easy Production

The product concept of the 9826A and 9836A diverges some-
what f  rom that of tradit ional HP desktop computers The require-
ment of achieving a performance/cost rat io up to f ive t imes higher
than for previous products was not, by i tself ,  unusual. However,
the 9826A and 9836A also are intended to become benchmark
instruments in other ways such as simpli f  ied assembly and servic-
ing, test ing, rel iabi l i ty, high-volume production, portabi l i ty in a
highly integrated product, innovations in EMI/RFI protection, and
visual compatibi l i ty with rack-mounted instruments.

Low Cost-High Volume
Creating a low-cost package was compatible with the expected

high volume because higher volumes can iust i fy higher expendi-
tures for tool ing. Complex molded plast ic parts were designed to
combine as many functions as possible and to el iminate sheet-
metal parts. Detai ls are molded into the plast ic parts so that an
absolute minimum of fasteners is required.

In many inslances, a standard component is used as a pri-
mary structural member instead of adding another part.  For exam-
ple, the cool ing fan acts as the structural member of an assembly
that mounts the fan to the base, supports the large dc f i l ter
capacitor in the power supply, provides guides for four printed
circuit  boards, and divides the f low of cool ing air for the dif ferent
sections of the instrument.

The rear panel, molded into the structural foam base, is unsup-
ported in a front-to-back direct ion. The molded printed circuit
board guides are unsupported in a sidelo-side direct ion. How-
ever, joined together, these elements become a r igid structure.
The power transformer depends heavi ly upon mounting to the
fragi le rear panel, but imparts massive strength to the assembly
by acting as a support member.

A single molded plast ic part,  mounted with two screws under
the keyboard, provides a retainer and guide for the power switch
button, mounting (with no fasteners) for the power switch, a
hinged safety cover for the power switch terminals, and a red
visual indicator to signal the on posit ion to the operator.

The external package is formed by four structural foam-
mounted parts held together by eleven screws. Efforts were made
throughout the design to el iminate hardware and reduce the
number of parts. Where i t  was practical 6nl ussful,  modular
subassemblies were created to reduce assembly labor.

Reliability
The necessary proof of mechanical rel iabi l i ty is extensive test-

rng. l t  was presumed that reducing the parts count would increase

rel iabi l i ty, but the chal lenge l ies in maintaining structural integrrty

while el iminating {asteners. l t  is much easier simply to add another

screw or another part.  To put i t  another way, simpli f ied designs
are the hardest to execute.

Early in the project i t  was decided that extensive test ing wath
real molded parts would be essential lo achieving both struc-
tural simpli f icat ion and rel iabi l i ty. A year before production

release, temporary molds were tooled up for al l  major plast ic
parts. This ai lowed test ing and modif icat ion using actual parts

before committ ing to production tool ing. Sometimes the results

el iminated more hardware than anticipated, and sometimes cri t i -
cal weak points were discovered early. But most important, the
result is a deceptively simple, rel iable product.

One of the major benefi ts of early test ing was in the area of
cool ing. Some early drscoveries and decisions were made, a few

of which are controverstal.
On the 98264 and 9836A, the cool ing fan blows out, rather than

in. This disal lows the use of a f i l ter because i t  is not necessary to
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fi l ter the air going out of an instrument and f i l ter ing al l  of the air
entering the instrument is impractical.  A Ji l ter would also decrease
the cool ing eff iciency of the air f  low. A f i l ter can become clogged i f
not serviced periodical ly, causing damage through overheat-
ing .

The advantages are appreciable. First o{ al l ,  the heat of the fan
is kept out of the product. Also, since the power supply area
generates the most heat, this hot air is drawn out immediately, and
not subsequently into other areas of the instrument. Cool ambient
air is drawn in through natural openings such as the keyboard,
side vents, and l /O panels, and i t  f lows over the internal compo-
nents and circuit  boards on i ts way to the fan. Most of the air is
channeled through the power supply area at high velocity, and
combined with a custom-designed heat sink, serves to maximtze
heat transfer from the power supply.

The air f low is al located to various sections of the product
according to tested need. Two methods were used to determine
this. Component temperatures were monitored under diverse
condit ions, and smoke was used to determine air t low patterns
and relat ive velocit ies. ln the smoke tracing, transparent case
parts al lowed visual observation o{ air f low.

The individual l /O modules are kept cool by incorporating them
into the internal air f low pattern, rather than treating them as
external plug-ins, as was done on other HP desktop computers.
They remain user-removable from the rear panel.

Industrial Design
The 98264 and 98364 are designed to be rackable/stackable

and visual ly compatible with other HP rack.mount instruments.
The products have their own beauty as stand-alone desktop
computers, blending into an off ice environment quite natural ly,
but the crisp l ines were originated with instruments in mind.

Standard rack-mount dimensions are maintained, and the in-
ternal peripherals (CRT display, f lexible disc drive) are integrated
into a package only 1B cm high (45 cm for the 98364). The power
switch is located on the front of the keyboard and the knob is
posit ioned at the upper left  corner of the keyboard for convenient
user operation. The f ront panel of the CRT display is slanted back
at 10'for proper user viewing angle.

Stacking an instrument on top of the 98264 or the 98364, the
user f inds that a standard stacking recess (slot) is provided,
matching the special feet on most HP instruments, and locking the
two together.

Production Engineering in the Lab
There were certain priori t ies for the 98264/98364 project that

required more than the usual design f unction. Early in the project,
a separate lab group was created and chartered to design the
production process. This included such tasks as assembly pro-
cedures, ease of assembly, production test ing, simpli f icat ion of
servicing, and the tools and f ixtures for assembly. Production
changes after introduction were to be avoided by including pro-
duction engineering during the design phase, rather than later.

Numerous design detai ls were modif ied early as a result of this
approach. What may seem to be easy on paper, or even on a
prototype, may not be so perfect in the real world of high-volume
assembly. For example, one screw that is accessible but awk-
ward to reach may seem to be a tr ivial problem to the designer but
i ts awkwardness is magnif ied many t imes to the assembly or
service person who has to deal with i t  on a dai ly basis.

EMI Innovations
Much research and experimentation had taken place previ-



ously on EMI (electromagnetic interference) reduction. l t  was felt
that, i t  should be possible to design an instrument with "quiet"
circuitry, such that the surrounding enclosure need only serve as
a container and provide visual and mechanical functions.

Techniques were known for reducing EMI at the source, such
as signal shaping, use of ground planes, and el imination of long
conductors that act as broadcast antennas. What was not known
was how much noise could be el iminated at the source.

The approach taken was a conservative one. l t  was assumed
that the effort to reduce the sources would be ineffective, and so
the case parts were designed to include total zinc arc-spray
coating on the inside, f  ul lconductive gasketing between al l  parts,
and complete grounding everywhere. Then, when al l  shielding
provisions were in place, the entire design group was encour-
aged to ignore them and independently design tor low EMI (out-
put and susceptibi l i ty).  Al l  boards and subassemblies were
range{ested and modif ied numerous t imes to el iminate EMl.

The result is that only minimal external shielding is needed, The
zinc arc-spray was replaced by inexpensive conductive paint.
The ful l  conductive gasketing was el iminated, Only six contact
points are needed between case parts-the 98264 and 98364
can pass VDE and FCC requirements without them, but they
increase the design margin.

Another cost-saving benefi t  of early EMI test ing was in the area
of CRT shielding. A CRT shield is needed to el iminate the potential
effect of stray CRT magnetic f ields on the f lexible disc heads.
lnstead of assuming the need for a very expensive mu-metal

Read/Write Memory and DMA Boards
At introduction the 98264 was able to support about

one-ha l f  megabyte  o f  RAM.  S ince  in t roduc t ion  new
technology has allowed the original 64K-byte RAM board
using 16K-bit  dynamic RAMs to be replaced by a 256K-byte
board using 64K-bit dynamic RAMs. This expands the
maximum system memory size to more than two mega-
bytes. Only the 256K-byte board (Fig. 7) wi l l  be discussed in
detail. However, the 64K-byte board is very similar in ar-
chitecture.

The RAM boards can be plugged into any of the eight
backplane slots. They can run regular asynchronous
accesses or a special synchronous access. When a RAM
board runs an asynchronous access the data will be valid on
the bus for 50 ns before the board pulls the data transfer
acknowledge (DTACK) line low. During a synchronous ac-
cess the 68000 CPU does not clock data unti l  one clock cycle
after it detects DTACK. If DTACK is given after data becomes
valid, one clock cycle of access time will be wasted by the
internal timing of the CPU. By giving a synchronized early
orACr the synchronous accesses will run two clock cycles
faster than a normal asynchronous data transfer ffive CPU
clock cycles instead of seven). The board is synchronized
with the CPU by use of a signal cal led ENOT (enable nrACrt.
This is a bus signal provided by the CPU that is gated into
the CPU's DTACK input by the RAM board to generate a
five-cycle synchronous access.

The CPU normally runs synchronous accesses with the
RAM board. However, if the dynamic RAMs are being re-
freshed when the access begins, the access is delayed and
synchronization with the CPU is lost. The RAM board must
then run an asynchronous access.

The DMA (direct memory access) board always runs
asynchronous accesses with the RAM board. This allows for

shield over the CRT and f lexible disc drive, experiments were
performed to establ ish what configuration and material would do
the best job. At the frequencies and f ield orientat ions involved, the
best results were achieved using a part ial ly open aluminum
shield, which happened to be a very inexpensive design.

The success of the EMI design, as well  as that of the other
innovations mentioned here, rests primari ly with the concept of
very early testing. There rs much to be learned from testing, and it
is not necessary to wait for production-ready parts to start it.
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a low-cost, high-performance DMA design. The low cost is
achieved by supporting only one type of DMA cycle for both
low-speed and high-speed I/O cards. The high performance
is realized by starting the memory access in parallel with
the I/O card access. This requires that, on writes to the RAM
board, the RAM board be able to complete the access up to
the point where data is supposed to be valid, and then wait
for the data strobe.

Since refreshes are generated by a state machine that is
not synchronous with the bus, it is necessary to use an
arbitration circuit that prevents glitches or astable signals
from getting into the RAM control circuitry (see Fig. 7).
Dynamic RAMs can lose data if the control signals are
glitched or the address lines are not set up or held properly.
The refresh circuit does the arbitration by holding off any
new accesses and waiting for any current access to end.
Glitches are prevented by use of the open-collector gate, the
RC network, and the Schmitt trigger latch shown in Fig. 7.
The RC network stretches the pulses to ensure that any
signal that comes out of the open-collector gate will be long
enough to set the Schmitt trigger latch.

Keyboard and Real-Time Clock
The circuitry for the 98264/9836.4, keyboard, knob, pro-

grammable audio alarm, and real-time clock is based on an
80414 microprocessor. The main focus of the design was to
minimize cost and maximize reliability. The 8041A was
chosen as the microprocessor because it is low-cost and
designed to be slaved to a master processor. This allows it to
be interfaced to the 68000 with minimal circuitry.

The keyboard has 103 keys plus shift and control. The
98264 and 9836A have keyboard options for German,
French,  Spanish,  Swedish/Finnish,  and Katakana
(fapanese). The system language and configuration jumpers
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Open Collector

Fig.7. Block diagram of 256K-byte RAM board.

are also scanned as keys. The language jumpers are on the
keyboard board so this is the only board that has to be
changed when the language is changed. It has to be changed
in any case because the keycaps have to be changed. The
keyboard has two key rollover and automatic repeat. Both
the delay until repeating begins and the repeat rate are pro-
grammable. Key debounce is implemented in the 80414
firmware.

The keyboard has a rotary pulse generator (knob) that
provides an analog-like input. It has been found to be very
useful for program editing and also can be used by the user
program as a human input. The maximum rate at which the
knob can interrupt the system is programmable from 'l,OOHz

to 0.39 Hz. The number of pulses detected (128 maximum)
is passed to the 68000 when the interrupt occurs. About 120
pulses are generated for each revolution of the knob.

The audio alarm is programmable in frequency from 81
Hz to 5"167 Hz with B1-Hz resolution. Its duration is also
programmable from 10 ms to 2.55 s.

The real-time clock is implemented entirely in the
8041A. The clock has 10-ms resolution and is accurate to 50
ppm. Besides keeping real time, three additional user and
two system functions are provided. The user functions are a
delayed interrupt, a cycle interrupt, and an on-time match
interrupt. The system functions are a periodic interrupt at
10-ms intervals and a fast-handshake timeout interrupt.
The fast-handshake timeout interrupt will cause a non-
maskable interrupt and can be used to pull the system out of
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loops that could hang it up.
The keyboard debounce, the automatic repeat rate and

delay, the knob interrupt rate, the alarm duration, and all
the real-time clock functions are implemented in a single
timer routine. Routines for communicating with the 68000
system processor are shared by all the functions. To keep
the functions separate on the system level all data is passed
to the 68000 through an interrupt service routine. Data is
accompanied with a status byte that describes what the data
is for. Defining all the individual functions as one larger
function allows all the functions to be implemented in the
lK-byte ROM of the 80414.

CRT Display
The 98264 display is a 19O-mm-diagonal CRT with a

raster 120 mm wide and gO mm high. The subsystem sup-
ports both graphics and alphanumeric displays with a
graphics resolution of 400 x 300 pixels (displayed dots) and
an alphanumeric organization of 25 lines of b0 characters
each. Alphanumeric and graphics pixels can be displayed
simultaneously, with pixels from each exactly overlapping
in position. The pixel spacing (0.3 mm) is the same in both
the horizontal and vertical directions.

Both the alphanumeric and graphics frames have inde-
pendent dedicated memory buffers which are mapped into
the 68000 address space. The 9B2OA display is refreshed
from these buffers at a 60-Hz rate with no use of the system
bus. The alphanumeric memory is 2K bytes, one byte per
character. The graphics memory is 16K bytes, using one bit
per pixel. CPU cycles to the display memory are windowed
between display refresh cycles and are synchronous with
the display logic, The worst-case access time of this mem-
ory is 1.2 ps, about twice that of the system memory.

The alphanumeric display is separated into two func-
tionally different areas: the normal text area and the softkey
area. Each of these areas has an independent hardware
on/off control for software simplification. In the normal text
area, characters appear white on a black background. In the
softkey area, characters appear in half-bright inverse video
(black on dim white). If the graphics mode is on, the al-
phanumeric and graphics signals in the 98264, text area are
EXCLUSIVE ORed and invert each other. In the 9826A
softkey area graphics pixels get ORed with the softkey labels
and appear as full bright over half bright, putting softkey
labels in the background.

The character lookup ROM contains all 128 ASCII charac-
ters (including control), plus the HP standard European
extension set and the Katakana set, for a total of256 charac-
ters. In the 98264 the characters are contained in a cell B
pixels wide by 12 pixels high. The ROM has space for the
full cell with no defaulted blanks, either horizontally or
vertically. This allows macrocharacters to be created that
are formed from two or more character cells. The display
timing is generated by a 6845 CRT controller, which is
programmed by system software at power-up.

The CRT drive system uses a conventional resonant
sweep circuit for horizontal deflection, and a l inear
amplifier for vertical deflection. The beam accelerating po-
tential (10 kV) is derived from the horizontal sweep circuit
with a flyback transformer. The horizontal scan rate is 19.23
kHz for the 9826A and the screen refresh rate is fixed at 60



Hz. Pixel information is shifted out at a 1O-MHz rate, with
display memory read cycles required every 800 ns.

An intensity control is provided so the user can adjust the
display brightness for varying ambient l ight condit ions.
The range ofthis control is from about 15 to 100 candelas
per square metre. The control is located just under the left of
the screen in the 9826,\ and can be easi ly adjusted without
tools, even in rack-mount configurations.

A larger (310-mm diagonal) CRT is used in the 98364
with a raster 200 mm wide and 150 mm high. Graphics
resolut ion is 512x390 pixels and text can be displayed in a
format of 25 l ines of B0 characters each. Because of the
larger CRT, several operating parameters are different from
those in the 9826,\.  The beam potential is 12 kV, the hori-
zontal scan rate is 24.9 kHz, and the ref iesh rate can be set at
50 Hz or 60 Hz. Alphanumeric pixels are displayed at a
25.77-Mlfz rate and graphics pixels at a 17.18-MHz rate.
Also, the character cel l  is 9 pixels wide by 15 pixels high.

Flexible Disc Drive
The f lexible disc control ler interfaces a 5.25-in drive to

the 9826,4 bus. The control ler supports the HP LIF ( logical
interchange format) standard. Each disc can store 264K
bytes. The average access t ime is 300 ms i f  an access has
occurred in the last three seconds and about one second
otherwise.

The major component of the interface logic is the 1791
FDC (f lexible disc control ler).  The FDC'is responsible for
seek operations, control l ing read and write operations of
the sofl  sectors, and encoding and decoding the MF M [mod-
if ied frequency modulated) data stream.

The control ler board has extended command/status regis-
ters. These registers al iow the system to control the drive
and the on-board transfer state machine. On the drive side
of the FDC one block is charged with data recovery on read
operations and another block precompensates the write
data stream to remove some bit  shif t .

The overal l  design goals were to maximize transfer rate
and provide testabi l i ty while minimizing cost. The S8264.
and gB36.4 meet these goals by having the low-level driver
in the system boot ROMs instead of an on-board micro-
processor. This provides direct access to every reg ister from
the system bus and al lows system or test-code control of the
retr ies that occur after a soft error. The cost of addit ional
code in the system boot ROM is less than adding a separate
microprocessor. The transfer rate is maximized by having
the 68000 system processor avai lable to move data to and
from a RAM buffer in certain time-critical windows.

This 256-byte RAM buffer is shared by the control ler and
the system bus. I t  is control led by the transfer state machine
during read or write operations and is not accessible unti l
the operation is complete. At al l  other t imes the buffer is
part of the memory-mapped I/O space of the system bus.
Each byte can then be randomly accessed. Thanks to the
RAM buffer, disc transfers are not time critical. The system
waits for the sector read or write operation to complete, but
any I/O interrupts or DMA activity can proceed without
jeopardizing the disc transfer. The system transfers data out
of the RAM buffer in the intersector gaps, the t ime between
the end of one sector and the header for the next sector (see
Fig. B). This al lows for noninterleaved operation at a high

J,lo Activity

Buffer Data from Oata trom
Activity Disc to Buffer Disc to Bufter

\Bufter Emptieo \erff". Emptied
onto System Bus onto System Bus

Time+

Fig.8. Ttmrng diagram of a transfer f rom internal f texible disc
storage at the maximum rate.

t ransfer  rate.  The ent i re d isc can be loaded at  a rate of  fOK

bytes per second.
The soft-error-rate goal for the 9826,4. f lexible disc con-

trol ler was less than one error per 10e bits passed. This goal
was met in four phases. First,  the t iming margin (F' ig. 9) was
optimized by using a phase-locked loop to create the read
c l o c k .  S e c o n d ,  t h e  s i g n a l - t o - n o i s e  r a t i o  a t  t h e  h e a d
amplif ier output was improved with shielding and by con-
trol l ing conducted interference from the power supply.
Third, exhaustive investigation of each error led to im-
provements in the lockup control ler. Final ly, measuring the
error rate with the system subjected to 1-kV 50-Hz l ine
transients led to discovery of problems in the drive cable
grounding and termination that were easi ly corrected.

The typical production unit shows a soft error rate of
10 10 to 10 11 errors/bit .  LJnits with error rates better than
10 10 actual ly exceed the specif ied media l i fe before the
first soft error occurs.

Power Supply and Future Powerfai l  Option
Primary considerations in the design of the 9826A, power

supply were rel iabi l i ty and compatibi l i ty with the future
powerfai l  option. The power supply has to provide 110
wat ts  o f  regu la ted  power  a t  +SVdc,  +12Vdc,  and -12vdc

from an unfi l tered dc voltage which can range as low as

Fig. 9. P/ot of timing margin for 100,000 data transitions be-
tween the system and the flexible disc.
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14.5V during battery operation.
To meet these requirements, conventional switching

regulators are used to implement the +5V and +12V
supplies, and a dc-to-dc converter is used for the -12V

supply. The dc voltage to the regulators is provided by a
transformer-isolated, full-wave-rectified supply with a
nominal voltage of 2BVdc so that transfer to the battery can
be simple and practically instantaneous.

Short-circuit protection is provided for all three supplies,
and overvoltage protection is provided for the *5V and
+12V supplies. The -12V supply does not need overvolt-
age protection because its design provides inherent protec-
tion against shorted switching transistors.

The powerfail option to be available in the near future
(Fig. 10) will allow the 9826A to ride out short power
interruptions and power down in an orderly manner when
power interruptions last longer than a few seconds. With
this future option the entire machine can be operated for up
to 60 seconds after loss of ac line power, allowing the user to
store important data on flexible disc before powering down.
The powerfail option also will contain a real-time clock and
112 bytes of memory. The amount of powerfail protection,
the amount of time that power must be gone before giving a
powerfail interrupt, and the amount of time that power
must be back before leaving the powerfail state will all be
programmable between 0 and 60 seconds. These pro-
grammable features and the real-time clock use another
80414 microcomputer to control the powerfail system.
Analog comparators will monitor powerfail and battery
conditions and provide this information to the 80414. An
18-volt, 2-ampere-hour nickel-cadmium battery will pro-
vide power to the system for a short time after the power

-'rt

Fuiurr Powartalt Optlon

Fig. 10. Block diagram of power supply and optional power
fail circuit.
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fails and to the real-time clock and CMOS* memory when
the power is off.

It will be necessary to have a switch ganged with the
power switch to tell the difference between a powerfail and
the system being tumed off. This signal will go to the 80414'
powerfail controller but also will override the controller
and shut off the system if the power is turned off. Thus,
even if the controller fails the power switch will turn off
the machine.

The battery will be connected to the unfiltered z8Vdc
supply through a transfer diode and relay. The relay will
close at power-up, providing nearly instantaneous protec-
tion through the transfer diode when power fails. The relay
will open at power-down so the controller does not have to
be powered up and leakage into the power supply will not
drain the battery. The battery wil l be charged by a
constant-current charging circuit powered from the unfil-
tered 28vdc supply. Typical recharge time for a fully dis-
charged battery should be 14 hours. After a 60-second
backup cycle is provided by the battery it will still be

- able to keep the real-time clock and CMOS memory operat-
ing for a week.

The power will be monitored in three different ways. The
ac on the secondary of the transformer will be monitored to
see whether any cycles are missed. The unfiltered 2BVdc
supply will be monitored to detect reductions of more than
10% in the ac line voltage. Either one of these conditions
will be considered a powerfail by the controller. The operat-
ing system can interrogate the controller to find out the
reason for the powerfail. The unfiltered 2BVdc will also be
monitored to check whether the battery is discharged to the
point where it will not be able to provide the 14.5V required
by the regulators. When this signal is received the con-
holler will shut down the regulators.

The 8041A controller and the monitors will be powered
by their own *5V regulator. This will allow the controller
to remain operational until the rest of the system is powered
down. When power comes up the controller will monitor
the power until it is valid (has proper voltage). When power
becomes valid the battery charging relay will be switched
on and the rest of the machine powered up. The controller
will be programmable to give interrupts to the operating
system for powerfail or power coming back. The operating

, system will be able to send a command to the 80414 to shut
down the power at any time. This will allow a user to
conserve the powerfail battery charge if the user's graceful
power-down routine takes less than the 60 seconds al-
lowed. When the power is shut down for any reason (com-
mand, switch off, protect time up, or battery discharged) the
regulators will be turned off and the charging relay opened
after a delay. The delay will ensure that the current through
the relay is very small when it is switched, thus improving
the reliability of the relay.

Real time will be kept by use of a CMOS counter and a
CMOS RAM powered by the battery at all times. 112 bytes of
the CMOS RAM will be available to the operating system or
the user to store system configuration information.

Quality and Reliabilaty
An early commitment was made to invest resources to

tComplemenlary metal-oxide-semiconductor.



Insbument Burn-In

The concept of burn-in testing for production instruments has
existed for some time. Originally it was introduced to screen out
unwanted infant failures in the field, but since has become an
accepted part of production testing. In light of recent efforts to
increase productivity by optimizing the production process and
thereby minimizing work in process (WlP), the exist ing burn-in or
aging philosophy rightfully has come under attack because the
cost to repair production failures at the instrument level adversely
affects the goal of reduced WlP. An obvious objective would be to
test for and eliminate failure mechanisms at an earlier point in the
process. The difficulty in achieving this objective is that it requires
an understanding of justwhat is causing iniant instrument failures.
This in turn demands that exhaustive and accurate failure analysis
be performed on failed assemblies to identify what tests could be
performed earlier in the production cycle to exercise the predom-
inant fai lure mechanisms.

In defining a production test plan for the 98264 Computer
System, attempts to gather data in support of one test philosophy
over another proved to be unproductive. lt soon became appar-
ent that additional failure analysis data was required to define
accurately what earlier tests would be effective.

Since the ultimate goal is to minimize field failures, it was con-
cluded that instrument burn-in would be the most representative
indicator as to what failure mechanisms should be exercised.
However, considering the ultimate goal of earlier testing, certain
guidelines had to be established that would ensure proper use of
instrument burn-in:
r Be comprehensive in developing the burn-in plan. Variat ion of

environmental parameters such as ternperature, humidity, and
power provide a versatile and powerful test capability.

r Do not let instrument burn-in become a screen. A screen tends
to become a permanent and unwieldy part ol production. The
goal is to el iminate the instrument-level burn-in.

r Failure analysis of failed assemblies and components is vital in
determining fai lure mechanisms and is crucial to identi fying
whether or not testing earlier in the production process is feasi-
ble and/or economical.
The 98264 burn-in plan is an evaluation tool that is used to test

March April

Fag. 1. lnstrument burn-in monitoring system.

the manufacturing process which is made up of several testable
parameters: design, material, and workmanship. The source of a
production failure will be ultimately identified as one of these
parameters and action will be taken to adjust the process at the
earliest point possible. This may result in adjustments being made
by the component vendor, or at incoming inspection, board load-
ing, or board test areas.

Assuming that this phi losophy is administered properly, i l
naturally will result in reduced need for instrument-level burn-in as
more and more problems are eliminated.

The resulting 98264 burn-in program incorporates several test
environments:
r Temperature cycling is used to verify proper operating margin

in electrical and mechanical assembliesl'2,3
r Power cycling is used to impose thermomechanical stress on

the internal constructlon of encapsulated components such as
integrated circuit and other semiconductor devices a,5

r Vibration testing sifts out early problems associated with in-
strument integrity and workmanship.6'7
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Day 3I

Fig. 2. Failure rate per day of
burn-in over an 11-month period.
The burn-in plan was implemented
in May 1981 and the third day of
burn-in was eliminated that Au-
gust. (Noter September's failure
rate increase was caused bv a
single vendot problem.)
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In addit ion to these environmental tests, a monitor system (Fig,
1 ) is used to evaluate the status o{ each 9826A. The instruments in
Fig. 1 perform the {ol lowing functions:
1 .  Thermot ron  WP-1261-TCM-3-15 Chamber :  3 .35  mx 3 .35  mx

2.44 m walk-in temperature chamber designed to accommo-
date upto seventygB26As fortest ing. With a load of 14 kWand
907 kg of mass, the chamber wil l  provide a transit ion rate
greater than one degree Celsius per minute.

2. HP 98264 Control ler: provides chamber temperature and
power cycl ing control,  coordinates data f low f rom each 98264
under test, generates and formats fai lure reports, and backs
uo fai l  data on i ts internal f lexible disc unit .

3. HP 59501A D-to-A Converter: converts computer program-
ming outputs to an analog control signal for the chamber
control circuitry.

4. HP 3438A Digital Mult imeter: measures chamber temperature
by sensing a thermistor and then outputs the measurement via
the HP-IB to the system control ler.

5. HP 59309A Clock Module: provides battery backed-up real
t ime for the system,
Data col lected during the f irst eleven months of 9826A testing

indicates tremendous progress has been made toward the fai lure
rate goals. Fig.2 shows a definite contrast in May 1981 fai lure
rates as a result of implementing the burn-in plan. The data shows
that the first two days of burn-in were so effective that we were
able to reduce the burn-in t ime to two days in August 1981,

A breakdown of the fai lure types found during fai lure analysis
indicated that electr ical fai lures far exceed other contr ibutors.

make the 9826A and gB36,{ very rel iable products of high

quality. Quality was not perceived simply as a set of tests to

pass at the conclusion of the design cycle' but rather as a

viable design parameter to be factored in during the de-

velopment from the first hand-drawn sketch to the final

product coming off the assembly line.

An early decision was made to use multilayer printed

circuit  logic boards that include a *5V bus and ground

plane. Even though this conflicted with our goal to keep the

factory cost as low as possible, the gain of having a system

immune to  no ise  and genera t ing  min ima l  EMI  (e lec-

tromagnetic interference) was worth it. Next, a decision was

made to minimize the number of shared clocks in the sys-

tem. Furthermore, the cardcage does not receive any clock

and has an asynchronous bus. Had this not been done, the

B-MHz CPU clock would have had to Ieave the CPU board

and travel about 20 cm across the motherboard and up the

cardcage board. Then the CPU board and up to eight

cardcage boards would al l  have been pulsing currents and

Table I
Breakdown of Electrical Failures

(Data through January 1982)

Failure Mechanism Percent of Total

Semiconductor-HardFailures 37o/"
Temperature Sensit ivi ty 467"

or Margin
Other 17 "/"

Further evaluation of the electr ical fai lures (Table l)  indicates that
the major port ion of the tai lures were identi f ied with varying temp-
erature and were intermittent In nature.

References:
1 D. l\.4oss, lP Product Rel abil tV Sem nar, 1979
2 R.F .Powel , 'Tempera lu reCyc lngvsSteadySta teBurn  n" ,C i rcu ts l \ /anu lac lu r rng ,
Vo l .  16 ,  September  1976.
3. A. Coppola "Thermal Cycling l ' .4akes Betler Burn in , Evaluation Engineering Voi.

18. No. 2. l\.4arch/April 1979.
4. M. R Strange Power Cycling", Quality, September 1980.
5. G F Kujawski and E. A Rypka, "Etiects ol ON-OFF Cycling on Equlpment Re iabl

ity", Proceedings of 1978 Annual Reliab l ty and N,4a ntainab llty Sympostum.
6. D. O. Palterson,'The Navy's Envrronmental Stress Screen ng Progtam", Proceed-

ings, Institute of Environmental Sc ences 1979.
7. W. A. Mayers "Apply ng Environmenla Screen ng to Bu ld l\y' i i tary Syslem Opera

tional Success', Proceedings, Insttute of Environmental Sciences 1979.

-Ken Fedraw

switching voltages on the same clock edges. This was not
consistent with our desire to have an EMl-quiet system.
Finally, starting with our first wire-wrap system, we tested
our units on the EMI range to determine if our theories were
indeed yielding the results we intended.

An in f ra red  thermal  scanner  was used to  ident i f y
hardware components operating at elevated temperatures.
This is important because semiconductor component relia-
bility is related to temperature. The results of this test caused
several component/circuit  design changes to be made. Al-
though these weak areas probably would have shown up in
later tests, the thermal scan quickly identified them early in
the design process,

Other design activities concerned with quality included
early environmental testing and margin testing to failure of
parameters such as power supply voltages and clock fre-
quencies. These tests helped solve the most serious design
problems early and provided the time to attack less fre-
quently occurring problems. This procedure al lowed us to
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go into our major strife test program with fairly reliable
machines.

The strife test program was an extension of similar testing
done on the 9915A Modular Computer. l  The purpose of the
strife testing is to identify and eliminate sources of failure
before the product is released. Thirty-six 9B26As were
tested for about 20 days of test time per unit. The tests
resulted in 311 failures that were categorized into 1,73 de-
sign, 99 material,  26 process, and 13 test-related deficien-
cies.

Initial field warranty data indicates that the failure rate
for the 9826A has been reduced by 33% as a direct result of
design and process changes attributed to the strife test
proSram.

Reference:
1. K. Watts, "A Unifying Approach to Designing for Reliability,"
Hewlett-Packard Journal, Vol. 32, no. 7, JuIy 1981.
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l/O Philosophy and Architecture
for lnstrument Control
by Loyd F. Nelson

NE AREA OF APPT,ICATION for the HP Model
9826A and 98364 Computer Systems is as smart
controllers. Fundamental to this application is the

ability of the controller to be connected to all kinds of
devices. In considering the I/O (input/output) system for the
9826,\ and 9836A, the first question that arises is, "Why not
use the current HP 980xx series ofI/O cards which already
provide this facility?"

Since the method of connecting external devices to the
98264 and 98364 direct ly impacts the electr ical and

mechanical design of the machines, the question of whether
to develop a new I/O series or use the existing g80xx series
needed an answer. An initial investigation showed that on
the average the cost of the IiO cards could be reduced ap-
proximately a\g by developing new designs. At the same
time, performance would be improved. In the 1980s great
competitive pressure is expected from low-end personal
computers and the price of hardware will continue to de-
cline. Six-year-old hardware developed for higher-priced
products will not be competitive with the newer lower-cost
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generation.
Another advantage of designing new I/O cards is the

opportunity to improve the reliability of the cards. The
980xx cards are housed in their own cases with no cooling.
Their form factor is such that the circuitry has to be divided
onto two small boards (see Fig. 1). The resulting design uses
two very densely packed boards and requires many inter-
connections as well as being troublesome to assemble and
test. A new design should be able to solve these problems
and contribute to the improved performance and reliability
and would be only a small part of the total system cost.

Physical Architecture
Once the decision was made to develop new UO cards, the

physical implications were quickly decided. Rather than
enclosing the cards in their own case, it was decided that
the 9s26A and 98364 should be designed so that the cards
reside totally within the mainframe. This has the twofold
advantage that the cards can be cooled by the mainframe fan
for an increase in reliability and that more power can be
dissipated on the cards. The power supply and cooling for
the 9826A and 98364 are designed to allow a power dissi-
pation of 5,5 watts per card, an increase of 30% over the
earlier B90xx series. The important *5V power supply cur-
rent is increased from 450 milliamperes to 1 ampere.
Added to each card is a metal backplate that connects di-
rectly to the metal backplate of the mainframe to provide an
excellent safety ground.

The metal backplate, in conjunction with the attached
metal connectors and mating metal connectors on the cable,
also provides a significant improvement in limiting EMI
(electromagnetic interference) radiation. Since the cable
can be disconnected at the backplate, the I/O card is now
independent of the cable length and the system can be
configured easily. The space chosen for the cards allows an
increase in printed circuit board area hom L74 square cen-
timetres for the older 980xx series cards using two boards to
206 square centimetres for the new cards using a single-
board design (Fig. 1).
Electrical Architecture

One of the keys to providing high-performance I/O for a
lower price is the scheme by which the 68000 CPU (central
processing unit) communicates and interacts with the I/O
interface electronics. There are basically two schemes in
use at HP today. The first is microprocessor based. In this
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Fig. 1. Physical comparison of the
older9SOxx series llO card (onthe
left) and the new llO card (on the
right) developed for the 9826A
and 9836A.

method each interface board contains standard interface
hardware and a microprocessor or special-purpose IC (in-
tegrated circuit) with enough processing power to handle
I/O-related operations. The interface between the I/O card
and the mainframe CPU is on a relatively high level. The
machine-level I/O code of the mainframe CPU is the same
for all I/O interfaces. The microprocessor on each interface
handles the peculiarities associated with the particular I/O
protocol of the external device to which it is connected.

The second interface method between the mainframe
CPU and the I/O interface electronics is nonstructured. In
this method the standardization of the I/O interface
hardware is kept to a minimum. The I/O hardware is con-
cerned more with the peculiarities of its particular external
device and is tailored to provide those functions in an
efficient manner. The interface between the mainframe
CPU and the I/O card is generally on a more primitive level
than the other method, Each signal line on the bus tends to
have only one meaning and does not mean different things
at different times. If there are four interrupt levels, then
there are four intenupt-request signal lines. The software
I/O driver is different for each interface and tailored to the
requirements and features of the interface hardware.

Which type of I/O interface method should be used on the
9s26A and 9836A? This question might be best answered
by looking at the hardware and software costs for each
approach. In the software area the microprocessor solution
appears to have an advantage because it provides a standard
interface and a single standard set of I/O drivers for all
interfaces. When a new I/O card is developed, the card can
be inserted in the machine without having to change any
operating system code. However, a closer look shows that
the software problem is not really solved. Each I/O card is
different and has peculiarities that must be controlled
by the software. The software task has essentially moved
from writing code for the mainframe CPU to writing code
for the microprocessor on the I/O interface card. Tools
are needed to handle development and debugging of
software not only for the mainframe CPU but also for each
I/O interface microprocessor. Because the mainframe driver
and protocol must be defined and completed long before
the requirements of any future I/O is known, what happens
when a new I/O card has some feature or requirement that
cannot be handled with the defined protocol?

The nonstructured interface hardware approach does not



prohibit the standardization of the mainframe UO routines;
it merely moves them to a higher level in the operating
system hierarchy. The UO drivers that would have been in
the microprocessor code of each interface move to the main-
frame CPU and are invoked by standard I/O routines that are
above the drivers in the operating system hierarchy. Thus,
the nonstructured approach provides a more flexible solu-
tion because one set of development tools can be used that
allows the software to take full advantage of the I/O
hardware features.

Another consideration is how fast the software runs. The
microprocessor on the interface card generally does not
have the instruction execution speed of the mainframe
CPU. In smaller machines such as the HP-BSA Personal
Computer the discrepancy in speed is not so great and,
therefore, the extra overhead associated with the micro-
processor on the interface card does not affect the overall
performance of the I/O. To overcome the speed problem on
higher-performance machines, the I/O microprocessor usu-
ally is not a true microprocessor but a custom IC developed
for that particular computer family. For the 9826A and
9836A, the schedule and the risk associated with develop-
ing a custom I/O microprocessor did not make it feasible.

On the hardware side, the 98264/9836A I/O project
wanted to take advantage of LSI [large-scale integration)
devices currently in the marketplace. For example, the 9914
GPIB controller chip integrates a number of the HP-IB*
functions and provides a flexible, cost-effective HP-IB inter-
face. For the I/O microprocessor approach the question
arises as to how the LSI device and the microprocessor
can be made to share the I/O tasks. Since the microproces-
sor would be located functionally between the mainframe
CPU and the external I/O control logic, it would be awkward
to take advantage of the control functionality of the LSI
device. The mainframe CPU would talk to the I/O micro-
processor and the microprocessor, in turn, would talk to the
LSI device. Of course, the design could be made such that
the mainframe CPU could also talk to the LSI device di-
rectly. However, this would cause the standard I/O routines
to become partially specialized, a deviation from the
philosophy of a single set of I/O routines for all interfaces.
Also, it would tend to make the I/O microprocessor redun-
dant. With the nonstructured approach the mainframe CPU
can always talk directly to the LSI device and take full
advantage of its capabilities.

Finally, for the 9826,\ and gB36,4' marketplace, one of the
goals is to keep hardware cost down. The UO cards should
take advantage of current LSI devices because they provide
more functionality for the dollar as well as greater reliabil-
i ty  and less power consumpt ion than d iscrete MSI
(medium-scale integration) devices. The interface ap-
proach should minimize the overhead circuitry required.

The BCD (binary-coded decimal) I/O card IHP Model
98623A) was designed and breadboarded using each ap-
proach. For the microprocessor approach, an B04B (the
same as the series used in the HP-BSA I/O) was used as the
I/O microprocessor. It was found that because of the inter-
face circuitry required for the 8048, the design needed a
significant amount of printed circuit board space, con-

*Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus, HP's implementation ol IEEE Standard 488 (1978).

sumed more power than the nonstructured approach, and
cost more. For the GPIO card (HP Model 98622A) the
amount of printed circuit board space required for the ex-
ternal interface t6-bit registers made it doubtful that all the
circuitry including a microprocessor could be made to fit on
one board. Furthermore, all the timing and control logic
necessary to communicate with the external interface 16-bit
registers was still needed to provide twice the speed of
the 9825, and it was not clear that a microprocessor could
be used to advantage. For the HP-IB card (HP Model
98624A), the 9914 chip had to be used to take advantage
of its performance and maintain compatibility with the
internal HP-IB provided by the mainframe.

Thus, after considering the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the two approaches and the practical problems of
cost and printed circuit board space, the nonstructured
approach was chosen as the basic I/O philosophy for the
9826A and 9Be6A.

l/O Interface Details
The 9s26A and geg6A support three types of I/O: pro-

grammed I/O, interrupt I/O, and DMA (direct memory ac-
cess). Fig. 2 shows the signals on the backplane associated
with each type. Most of the signals are the signals of the
mainframe CPU which have been buffered to provide the
drive necessary for the bus. Because the bus is an asyn-
chronous bus (no system clock), the presence of informa-
tion on the address or data lines is determined from as-
sociated control signals. Such a design is susceptible to
skew problems between the information and the associated
control signal caused by differences in capacitive loading
and differences in logic path delays of the respective sig-
nals. A significant amount of engineering time was used to
determine the worst-case skews that could arise in the svs-
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Fig.2. 9826A198364 backplane bus interface signals
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tem. The study resulted in a standard set of requirements for
each entity to be connected to the bus in terms of the loading
al lowed, the drive required, the devices to use, and the
timing to be adhered to.

Programmed l/O
The programmed I/O interface provides the basic com-

munication between the mainframe CPU and the I/O. In
keeping with the capabil i t ies of the 68000 microprocessor,
the I/O is accessed programmatically via memory address
mapping. Consequently, both memory and IiO cards con-
form to the same timing specifications. Fig. 3 shows the
signals and t iming of the read and write cycles. The
simplici ty of the design wil l  be evident from the fol lowing
brief descript ion of the read cycle. Just prior to the begin-
ning of the cycle, the buffered read/write signal nnvW, the
buffered upper and lower data strobes (represented in Fig. 3
as one signal, nnsl, and the data transfer acknowledge sig-
nal ntaCr are actively pulled high to ensure their proper
polarity at the beginning of the cycle. The bus master (the
entity currently controlling the bus) then defines the mem-
ory address to be read by driving the address bus, bits nar
through 8A23. Note that bit BA0 is not present on the bus.
The data bus is 16 bits wide. BA0 determines whether the
upper or lower byte of memory is desired for byte-oriented
instructions. It is converted by the bus master into the
appropriate upper and/or lower data strobe.

After allowing sufficient setup time for the address, the
bus master asserts the buffered address strobe signal sAS to
indicate that the address is now valid. All entities in the
memory space then decode the address using BAS as an
enable to determine if they contain the address being ac-
cessed. The addressed card responds by assert ing the "I am
addressed" signal M and holding the otRcr signal
nonasserted while being accessed. The Itr ln signal is used
by the bus expander logic to determine the location of the
memory participant so that the data bus buffers for the
expander interface can be turned on if required. Concur-
rently with asserting SAS, the bus master also asserts the
appropriate buffered upper and/or lower data strobes to
indicate which bytes are involved in the data transfer. The
addressed card can now enable its data bus buffer since it
knows that it is to be involved in the memory cycle and that
the data bus direction is correctly defined. For the write
cycle, the buffered read/write signal is not defined until the
data strobes occur. Therefore, i f  BAS alone is used to
enable the data bus buffers, a bus cqnflict could result.

Once the addressed card has placed the data on the bus
and allowed sufficient setup time, it indicates that the de-
sired data is now valid on the bus by asserting nflqcK. the
bus master detects the OfaC< signal, latches the data at its
convenience, and ends the cycle by negating BAS and the
data strobes. The addressed card detects that the cycle has
ended by detecting that BaS and/or the data strobes have
gone away and releases the data bus and cancels the IMA
and otRcr signals.

The IiO write cycle is similar. The address and BAS sig-
nals occur in the same way to start the cycle. All entities in
the memory space decode the address and the addressed
card then asserts ftr4a and holds OfaCf in its nonasserted
state. The bus master then asserts the buffered read/write
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Fig.3. Read (a) and write (b) cycle timing for llO and memory
cards tn the 98264 and 9836A.

signal to indicate that a write cycle is in process. Next i t
places the data to be written on the data bus, and after
sufficient setup time, asserts the upper and/or lower data
strobes to indicate that the data is val id. The I/O card
detects that the data strobes have occurred and stores the
data in the proper location. When the storage operation is
complete, the card asserts DTACK to indicate that the cycle
can end. The bus master detects that OfaCf has occurred
and removes gAS and the data strobe signals. The I/O card
then cancels its drive of Ivta and nracx.

Thus, the programmed I/O protocol is essentially a ver-
sion of the common asynchronous handshake scheme. The
address and data strobes provide the sourcing information.
The OfaCf signal provides the response of the receiving
entity. Since the I/O card may or may not be present, the bus
cycles are provided with a timeout that automatically ends
the bus cycle with a bus error trap should an I/O card not
respond within a specif ic amount of t ime.

Interrupt l/O
The interrupt UO scheme provides the ability to interrupt

the normal instruction execution sequence of the main-
frame CPU. The 68000 provides for seven priority levels of
hardware interrupt. The levels have been distributed
among the hardware as follows:



Fig. 4. A typical 9826A19836A llo interface design.

DMA
DMA provides the mechanism for high-speed data trans-

fers between memory and external devices. The 68000 does
not contain DMA hardware as provided in the I/O controller
chip of the 9825. A suitable LSI DMA controller was not
available, so the choice was made to provide a discrete
DMA controller in the form of an option card. The DMA
card provides two channels of DMA capability with full
address range per channel and a maximum buffer size of
64K bytes. The card provides a burst mode capability of
greater than 1.2 million transfers (bytes or words) per sec-
ond. Actual transfer rates are dependent on the perfor-
mance of the particular I/O card involved in the transfer.

Hardware Design
To get an idea of the simplicity of the interface hardware,

Fig. 4 shows a functional schematic of a typical I/O inter-
face. The memory location of the card is defined by the Q
side of address decoder U7. When BAS occurs the decoder is
enabled. Its output enables the Iva and the DTACK drivers
UBA and UBB and gate U6A. When the lower data strobe
BLDS occurs, the output of gate U6A turns on the data bus
buffer U1, enables the register decoder U5, and starts the
timing delay. The register decoder U5 determines which
register is involved in the cycle and whether a read or write
operation is to occur. There are two standard registers that
all UO interfaces must provide. The first is a read-only
register (buffer U2 in Fig. a) which provides a unique iden-
tifier for the card. By reading this register, the operating
system can determine which I/O cards are at which select
codes. The second register, represented by U3 and output
buffer U4, provides status and control information. A write
to the register can enable or disable card interrupts. A read
of the register indicates which interrupt level the card is on
and whether or not the card is currently interrupting. De-
coder U9 connects the card's interrupt request to the ap-
propriate interrupt level, The second register also deter-
mines which DMA channel the card is assigned to. The
DMA interface logic is not shown in Fig. 4. Only four
low-power Schottky TTL (transistor-transistor logic) IC
packages are needed to implement the interface for a simple
DMA timing delay.
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The internal peripherals have a lower priority than the
external peripherals for two reasons. First, the human inter-
face is felt to be secondary in priority to the user's being
allowed full use of the mainframe CPU for control pur-
poses. Second, the design ofthe 98264 and 9836A is such
that the internal peripherals have drivers that can be inter-
rupted without causing improper operation whereas the
irser may have an external device that requires fast interrupt
response and whose service routine cannot be interrupted
by internal peripherals. On the high-priority end, the high-
est interrupt Ievel is reserved for the reset key so that the
user has full control over the machine. Thus, the external
I/O cards have four interrupt levels, more or less by default.
This is twice the number of levels available in the 9825, and
the external I/O cards do not have to share an interrupt level
with the internal devices as required in the 9825. Also, the
setting ofthe UO card's interrupt level and select code has
been divided to allow the user more flexibility in assigning
the interrupt levels to the 32 available.select codes.

t,.j,
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Low-Gost Printers for the 9826A and 9836A
Computers
This family of compatibly packaged thermal printers
provides quality hard copy of alphanumeric text and
graphics displays.

by Michael J. Sproviero

IKE ALL COMPUTING SYSTEMS. the eB26A and
9836,4. Computer Systems require a companion
printer. The printer not only has to do alphanumeric

printing at medium-performance speed and print quality,
but also must be capable of duplicating graphics displays.
Secondary needs dictate that the printer be easy to use and
conveniently located when connected to the system. As an
alternative to building the printer mechanism directly into
the computer, a separate printer package was designed to sit
on top of the 98264 or 9836A (Fig. 1).

The thermal print mechanism falso used in HP's 2620
series of display terminals) uses a printhead containing 1b
thin-film resistors ananged in a vertical column. Characters
or graphics are printed by moving the head across thermally
sensitive paper and selectively activating the resistor ele-
ments at appropriate locations. Characters are formed
within a high-resolution 18x15 dot matrix to produce
character quality beyond that previously achieved by ther-
mal printers. Raster graphics resolution is g0 dots per inch
both vertically and horizontally and up to 72O dots are
available across the page. Fifteen raster dot rows are buf-
fered by the printer before each graphics print line scan,

Fig. 1. The HP Model 2673A lntelligent Graphics Printer is the
top of the line of HP's 2670 series of thermal printers. Like the
other printers in this family, it sits conveniently on top of a
9826A (as shown above) or 98364 Computer System to pro-
vide quality hardcopy of alphanumeric andlor graphics data.
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producing high-throughput graphics at 16,200 dots/s. Al-
phanumeric characters are printed bidirectionally at 120
characters/s. A microprocessor-controlled algorithm op-
timizes character throughput.

The print mechanism is controlled by a microcomputer
located on an attached printed circuit board. The mi-
crocomputer accepts and buffers characters, commands, or
graphics data over a simple B-bit parallel interface. Data
handshake lines are used for interrupt and acknowledg-
ment of data transfers. Besides accepting input data, the
microcomputer controls two step motors and the 15-
element printhead. One motor controls movement of the
printhead and the other controls paper advance. Phase in-
formation is maintained by the microcomputer for each
motor and an on-board timer interrupt is used for speed
control. A 64K-bit ROM stores the definitions of up to 256
characters, The microcomputer transforms the ASCII*-
coded characters to dot information for the printhead.
Graphics data is received in row format and transposed to
column format  for  the pr inthead.  To achieve L20
characters/s peak printing speed, the internal timer runs at
21.6O Hz (460-g.s period). With each timer interrupt, the
microcomputer updates phase information for the step
motor and outputs dot information to the printhead. The
printhead resistors are driven from a 16V power supply and
energized for 42O trrs to print a dot of information.

Consecutive dots for a given resistor are energized for
only 160 g,s since the resistor is still at an elevated tempera-
ture from the previous dot. This technique maintains con-
sistent intensity of dots and increases resistor life.

Thermal printing requirc.s contact of the printhead and
the paper. Appropriate pressure is maintained by a spring-
loaded guide. To achieve accurate paper advances, the
printhead is lifted during line feeds. This is done by a
solenoid which depresses the paper guide spring, relieving
head pressure and lifting the head slightly. A single line
feed cycle lasts 66 ms. Mechanical time delay for the sol-
enoid requires 16 ms, 15 motor phase advances take 33 ms,
and 1,7 ms is allowed for the head to settle after the solenoid
is deenergized. Consecutive line feeds are performed with
the same solenoid cycle and therefore require only an addi-
tional 33 ms. A photocell is used to sense out-of-paper and
top-of-form conditions. When using perforated paper, a
small hole located in the perforation between pages is read
by the photocell as the paper passes. The microcompurer
automatically moves the paper past the perforation to the
*American Standard Code for Information Interchanoe
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Fig. 2. Configuration menu for the 2673A. This menu is
printed by the 2673A in the configuration mode. Current set-
tings are underlined. Each may be changed to any of the other
seftrngs shown by press/ng the appropriate keys on the front
panel of the 2673A or by program control.

next top-of-form position.

Printer Design
Given a general-purpose thermal printing mechanism,

the design problems involved overall package and product
design, including a user control panel, a power supply
system, a flexible external interface system, and overall
control logic. The control logic is accomplished by a second
microprocessor system whose primary function is interface
control, data buffering, including raster graphics, escape-
sequence control decoding, printer configuration control,
and interfacing to the thermal print mechanism.

As mentioned earlier, the primary product design re-
quirement was compatiblility with the 9826A. This in-
cludes not only industrial design style, but also environ-
mental and regulatory agency approvals. To do this, suffi-
cient margin is designed in to guarantee success in all
system tests. Because the printer sits on top of the CRT
display of the 98264 or 98364, adequate shielding of
magnetic devices such as the power transformer is required
to prevent the printer from affecting display quality. Inter-
nal metallization of the plastic housing and special gasket-
ing is used to shield the entire enclosure. The results are
plenty of margin from electrostatic discharge faults and
certification to FCC Level B for RFI emission with a 10-dB
margin.

Printer Family
Afamily of printers, including the267'l.A Alphanumeric

Printer, 267IG Graphics Printer, and the 2673A Intelligent
Graphics Printer, is available within this same package. At
the top of the l ine is the 26734 (Fig. 1), a superset of all the
features of the other members of the family. In addition to
the normal print mode that prints 10 characters/in at 120
characters/s, alphanumeric characters may be printed at

L6.2 characters/in (132 columns per line) or 5 characters/in
(40 columns per line). Print enhancements, such as under-
Iining, framing, and triple-pass bold printing are accessible
in all three print modes. All combinations of these print
styles can be intermixed in a single line, character-by-
character, while still maintaining the high throughput of
bidirectional printing. Graphics features include autocen-
tering, windowing, and offsets. Standard page format fea-
tures are also available such as margins, tabs, and vertical
page formatting. Character set flexibility is an advantage of
the 2673A. European language and general-purpose line-
drawing character sets are available.

A key contribution of the 267 3A is that features are acces-
sible both programmatically through escape-sequence
commands from the host controller and from the friendly
front control panel. A menu-driven configuration mode
(Fig. 2) is accessed by four keys on the front panel. The
configuration mode controls and retains the settings in the
printer's memory. A state-of-the-art electrically alterable
read-only memory (EAROM) that can store 128 bytes of data
is used to remember the state of the machine when the
power is removed. This novel printer feature allows perma-
nent user customization of the printer's power-on state.
Features can be also temporarily invoked by escape-
sequence commands from the host controller. Thus, fea-
tures can be turned on and off without altering the printer's
memory.

The 2673A has a multilevel self-test and self-diagnostic
capability. Separate tests for print capability, data com-
munications, memory, and I/O can be invoked from a menu
that is presented when the self-test key is depressed. Any
faults detected are printed, or if printing is inhibited by
fault conditions, a hexidecimal LED (light-emitting diode)
indicator located on the main processor board displays a
code identifying the fault area. Memory failures can be
reported to the chip level.

Interface flexibility is achieved not only in the 2673,{, but
also in Ihe 267'LA and Z6Z[G. Each interface type has a
custom printed circuit board that can be changed by the
user. In addition to the HP-IB interface, which is standard,
an RS-232-C serial interface and a general-purpose B-bit
parallel interface are also available for all printers in the
family.
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The 9826A/9836A Language Systems
by Kathryn Y. Kwinn, Robert M. Hallissy, and Roger E. lson

ffi N EVALUATING A COMPUTER'S software, customers

$ are interested in how it can help them. Designers want to
H know not only what it does but how it does it. This article
outlines the capabilities of the three language systems
(BASIC, HPL,r and Pascal) available for the HP Model
S8264 and 98364 Computer Systems, explains some of the
techn ica l  cha l lenges  tha t  a rose  in  p rov id ing  these
capabilities, and describes how those challenges were met.

BASIC
The BASIC system used in the 9826,4, and 9836A is a rich

and powerful language compared to most implementations
of BASIC. It is patterned after the system used in HP's 9835
and gB45 Desktop Computers, but it uses a different en-
hancement strategy. In the 9835 and g8+s, the mainframe
language provides many general-purpose computing
facilities and is enhanced through the later addition of
ROMs ( read-on ly  memor ies)  to  p rov ide  se lec ted
capabilities such as device I/O (input/output), graphics, and
structured programming. In the 98264 and 9836A the goal
is to provide in the initial product all the capabilities re-
quired to solve a wide variety of instrument control and
CAD (computer-aided design) problems, and to allow in-
corporation of new enhancements from time to time. Hence,
there are substantial I/O, real-time clock, and graphics
capabilities in the initial BASIC system.

This version also provides a number of features that have
not appeared previously on HP desktop computers. The ON
KNOB statement can be used to define actions to be taken
when the knob (rotary pulse generator) is rotated. Labeled
COMmon blocks, which give greater data-sharing flexibil-
ity, can be defined. The ALLoCATE and DEALLOCATE state-
ments provide simple fstack discipline) run-time memory
management. Subprograms can have optional parameters.
Subprogram libraries can be kept in mass storage and
loaded quickly when needed. Functional HP-IB* * noncon-
troller capabilities are also given more emphasis.

*The language used in the HP 9825 Desktop Computer.
**Hewlett-Packard's implementation ol IEEE Standard 488 (1978).
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Customers are interested in execution speed as well as
language capabilities. They have indicated that for their
instrument control and computer-aided design problems of
the 1980s, they want twice the execution speed of the 9825.
The 9S264/9836A BASIC system meets this need, and
for some applications, exceeds i t .  For example, some
I/O operations execute six t imes as fast as their gB25

counterparts.
This version of BASIC is not only powerful, it is also easy

to use as exemplified by its human interface. The knob in
the upper lefthand corner ofthe keyboard can be used in the
program-edit mode to provide rapid scrolling through the
program text, an almost addictive feature. As with earlier
desktop computers, the 9826A and 98364 have softkeys.
However, they have the additional capability to associate
labels with ten of the softkeys and to display them on a
reserved area of the CRT (cathode-ray tube) display while a
program is executing. This feature can be used to provide an
operator interface in a menu-driven program. Another addi-
tion to the human interface becomes apparent when the
system detects an error, either in parsing or executing a
program. The error message, instead of just the error
number, is displayed on the CRT.

The friendliness and ease of use of 98264/9836,{ BASIC
is not limited to its human interface, but extends through
the rest of the language as well. Various enhancements to
9835/9845 BASIC that have proved very useful, such as the
IF...THEN...ELSE...END IF construct, have been incorporated
in the first release of 98264/9836,t BASIC. Changes were
made to 9835/9845 BASIC to make i t  easier to use. The most
radical changes appear in the I/O sublanguage.

However, making changes to 9835/9845 BASIC was dif-
ficult because of the concern for the investment the owners
of these systems have made in software development. To
help them convert their current software to 98264/98364
BASIC, a translation program is available which can do
most of the job automatically. It prompts the user for help
when needed, and also reports complicated situations that
need to be reworked by hand.
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Fig.1. Map of user RAM for 98264 BASIC language systern.

BASIC: UO Sublanguage
From our customers we learned that for instrument con-

trol and testing applications, they favor the 9825's direct
approach to UO over the implicitly buffered approach used
by the 9835 and 9845 Desktop Computers, so we adapted
9825-style I/O to BASIC syntax. That is, all 9826A/98364
BASIC device I/O is under the direct control of the pro-
grammer instead of being buffered at the system's discre-
tion, In addition, the UO language is unified so that the same
keywords are used to communicate to devices and files.

The "glue" thatunifies the I/O sublanguage is theaSStGN
statement. An ASSIGN statement associates a name and a set
of attributes with an I/O path. (An example of an attribute is
FORMAT, whose value specifies whether the data transmit-
ted is assumed to be encoded in the machine's internal
representation or in ASCIL*) For greater flexibility, this
association is formed at statement execution time. not at
program prerun. Variations of the ASSIGN statement allow
the programmer to change the attributes associated with a
defined UO path or to cancel the association.

The resulting I/O sublanguage is much simpler to use
because of the ASSIGN statement. Only two keywords, OUT-
PUT and ENTER, are needed to send and receive data. This is
the case regardless of whether the interaction is with a file
or an internal or extemal device. In the 9835 and g845, only
select codes could vary their attributes. In the 9826A and
9836A, attributes can be associated with files as well.
Another big advantage of the unified I/O is that it is an
extremely simple matter to redirect I/O from one place to
another. Only the ASSIGN statement must be changed to
specify the new object and its attributes. Indeed, subpro-
grams can be written to do I/O without knowing what kind
of I/O paths they are using. Still another advantage to this
system is its flexibility. New types of I/O paths can be
supported very easily by extensions to the language. The
programmer will only need to learn how to define VO path

'American Standard Code for inlormation Interchanoe

names for the new types in ASSIGN statements. ENTER
and outpuT will still be the kevwords normallv used to
do the I/O.

Development ot 9826A/9836A BASIC
Many of the technical challenges that arose as we were

implementing 98264/9836A BASIC resulted from the goal
of making it run twice as fast as HPL on the 9825. The 68000
used as the CPU (central processing unit) runs at 8 MHz,
somewhat faster than the 6 MHz achieved by the 9825's
CPU, but not sufficiently faster to give the desired speed im-
provement. To complicate matters, 9826A/9836,\ BASIC is
a much more involved language than HPL. HPL can use a
fixed-length symbol table because only single-character
variable names are permitted. In 9826A/9836A BASIC, be-
cause variable names may be up to 15 characters long, a
variable-length symbol table is required. This means that
operand fetches are more complicated. In addition, BASIC
subprograms have separate environments, whereas HPL
subprograms share the maih program's environment. The
result is that BASIC programs incur significantly more
overhead whenever a context switch is required. An addi-
tional slowdown results from the fact that approximately
B0% of the BASIC system was coded in Modcal.** Assem-
bly language was used only for speed-critical areas such as
I/O, graphics, and arithmetic and for very low-level opera-
tions for which Modcal was inadequate. Modcal gave us
many advantages in reducing the time and effort required to
develop and debug the system, but as expected, the code
produced by compiling Modcal is not optimal.

The most obvious way to obtain speed would have been
to write a BASIC compiler rather than an interpreter. How-
ever, several factors favored an interpreter. Interpreters are
generally easier to write and debug, and the code produced
by an interpreter is usually much more compact than com-
piled code. Thus a customer can solve the same problems
with less memory, saving the cost of additional memory.
Furthermore, our customers have come to expect a friendly,
easy-to-use program development environment which an
interpreter can provide. We felt that an interpreter would
better serve their needs, so we set about producing a fast,
friendly interpreter.

The fact that the 98264 and 9836A have a large, Iinear
memory was an enormous help to us in making the systems
meet their speed goal. It meant that we could assume that
there would be sufficient memory for program execution
without resorting to block-switching or other memory over-
lay techniques. Fig. 1 shows a simplified map of user mem-
ory. A static area for COMmon occupies the high end and
just below this area is the value area for the COM variables.
Next comes the main program's dynamic area, followed by
a dynamic area for each invocation of every active subpro-
gram. These dynamic areai form a stack that grows toward
the low end of memory. At the low end of memory is space
reserved by the system software intermixed with binary
programs. fust above this is the static area for the main
program followed by a stack of similar static areas for each
subprogram in the system. This stack grows toward the
high end of memory.

**Nilodcal, developed by HP's Desktop Computer Division lor internal use, is an extended
form of Pascal.
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Each static area for the main program or a subprogram
consists of a header containing information about the as-
sociated program block and the layout of the rest of the
static area. It also contains a symbol table, a token table, the
internal code, and a dimension table. The static area for
COM is similar, but contains no internal code. The static
areas are built at program entry and program prerun time.
When the ENTER key is pressed to signify the end of a
statement, the parser parses the line, builds and partially
initializes the symbol table, builds the token table, and
emits internal code in reverse Polish notation (RPN).

The internal code was designed with both execution
speed and language expandability in mind. It is sequential
for simplicity and compactness. Since it contains only rela-
tive addresses, moving the internal code when it is neces-
sary to exp.and the symbol table during program entry does
not slow the system unduly. All references to program
variables in the internal code are given as indexes into the
appropriate symbol table. This helps execution speed by
eliminating symbol table searches. The system does not
retain the actual source line, but can recreate it by means of
a backlister. When the RUN key is pressed or the RUN com-
mand is executed, the system performs a prerun on the
entire program. During this prerun phase, each static area
is completed. The header and symbol table are filled in,
and a dimension table containing the declared dimensions
of every array is built. The COM value area is also created,
the structured programming statements are statically
matched [e.g., each FOR statement is associated with ex-
actly one NEXT statement), and the internal code is modi-
fied to include the branching addresses associated with
these constructs. After the prerun, the system uses a table-
driven interpreter to execute the internal code.

When execution begins, a dynamic area for the main
program is created immediately below the COM value area,
and the interpreter begins executing the main program's
internal code. Another dynamic area is created on top of the
dynamic stack each time a subprogram is invoked. Each
dynamic area contains a complete current environment for
either the main program or a subprogram invocation
(98264/9836A BASIC is recursive) and includes a call
block, pointers to parameters, a copy of the dimension table,
the execution header, storage for the values associated with
FOR loops, and the value area for statically and implicitly
declared local variables. The size of this portion of the
dynamic area is known at subprogram invocation. It is
pushed onto the dynamic stack and parts of it are initialized
at this time. The dynamic area also contains storage for
variables created in ALLOCATE statements, for the control
blocks associated with event-initiated branching state-
ments (ONs), and for a GOSUB return stack. It also has room
for temporary structures used during statement execution
and for expression evaluation. These areas are created and
destroyed as necessary during execution, but always ac-
cording to a strict stack management discipline.

Certainly some of the data structures and operations de-
scribed above sound more complicated than necessary. The
reason for introducing these complications is to obtain
greater execution speed. The speed penalties associated
with a variable-length symbol table are partially overcome
by making each symbol table entry the same length. Thus
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each symbol table is an array of records and can be accessed
efficiently by the interpreter. To make fixed-length symbol
table entries possible neither the identifier names nor their
values are kept in this table. The names are stored in a
separate token table in the static area, and each symbol table
entry contains an index into the token table. Token table
entries are variable in length, and hence the token table
must be searched whenever it is accessed. However, the
token table is used only during parsing and when it is
necessary to recreate the program source (e.g., for listing the
program), so it is not important that access be fast. The
values are stored in the dynamic area at the high end of
memory, just below the COM static area, Values are rep-
resented in the symbol table by an offset from the base
address of the dynamic area. These offsets are determined
and stored in the symbol table during program prerun,
along with the size of the value area. Hence, at subprogram
invocation time, the value area can be pushed onto the
dynamic stack very quickly.

Several language restrictions were necessary to imple-
ment the system as described. It is not possible to edit a
program without stopping it. Furthermore, statements that
are to be executed directly (i.e., are not part of a program)
may not introduce new variables. SUBroutine and DEFine
FunctioN statements can only be appended to the end of the
program, not inserted randomly in the code. Similarly, to
delete a SUB or DEF FN statement, the entire subprogram
must be deleted in the same operation. Declaratory state-
ments such as INTEGER are processed at program prerun
and hence must use constants rather than numeric expres-
sions to specify anay bounds and string lengths. ALLO-
CATE, on the other hand, is processed during program
execution and may contain expressions. Because structured
programming statements are statically matched at prerun,
programs that attempt to abuse these structures [e.g., by
branching back and forth between FOR loops) will not pro-
duce the expected results.

Execution speed was also enhanced by doing binary
arithmetic instead of binary-coded-decimal (BCD). The
9825 uses BCD representations of numeric data, but the
9826r\ and gB36,\ use two's-complement representation for
integers and the proposed IEEE 64-bit floating-point stan-
dard formatfor real numbers. In this way, we are able to take
advantage of the 68000 microprocessor's built-in instruc-
tions for integer arithmetic. Using binary arithmetic has
several advantages in addition to speed. First, binary com-
putations lend themselves to easier error analysis. In addi-
tion, binary representation is much more compact so that
for the same amount of storage space-64 bits per real
number-we are able to get 15 decimal digits of precision
versus 12 digits in the 9825 and are also able to support a
much larger range of exponents.

Another way in which the 9826A/9S36A BASIC system
met its speed goal was reducing the interpreter's end-of-
line overhead. There are many conditions that must be
tested after each line is executed (e.g., is trace output re-
quired, is there any event-initiated branch that should be
serviced, and is there a statement waiting for direct execu-
tion?). In all, some twenty or more tests can be performed at
the end of every line. Rather than perform all of these tests
for each line, we introduced a master bit that is set



whenever any of these conditions becomes true. The master
bit is always checked at the end of a line. If it is false (which
is normally the case), no further tests need to be performed.
Only if it is true does the system do exhaustive testing to
determine the required actions.

The large memory in the 98264 and gs36A allows the
interpreter to run faster because stack overflow is highly
unlikely. A block of memory that is large enough to allow
the evaluation of a worst-case normal numeric expression is
reserved at the end of the static area. The dynamic stack is
not allowed to grow into this area unless the system is
evaluating an expression. Operations such as subprogram
invocation that require a large block on the dynamic stack
do an overflow check, but most operations do not need to
make this test.

Because the 9826A and 98364 are designed to be HP's
premier HP-IB instrument controllers, I/O speed is of
paramount importance. For this reason, most of the UO
system was written in assembly language. The strategy
used by the I/O system is much the same as the strategy used
to expedite subprogram invocation, namely doing as many
operations as possible before the actual data transfer begins'
The speed optimization begins at system power-up. At this
time, the system initializes a select code table that records
such information as whether or not an interface is in use, the
type of interface, and the location of the appropriate I/O
drivers. Individual I/O statements consult this table rather
than determine the necessary information on their own'

Each I/O operation is divided into three phases: initializa-
tion, data transfer, and termination. The initialization
phase increases speed by minimizing the per-byte overhead
associated with data transfer. During initialization, the in-
terpreter determines the source or destination of the data
transfer, what I/O driver is to be used, and whether the data
is to be encoded in internal form or in ASCII. This informa-
tion is stored away in a temporary table on the dynamic
stack where the system can refer to it for the duration of the
statement's execution. Certain procedure variables (vari-
ables whose values are procedure names) that will be used
to accomplish the data transfer get values at this time. The
I/O driver also checks validity during initialization. For
device UO, the driver determines that the specified interface
does indeed exist and that the source or destination address
is valid and then addresses the bus. For files, the driver
locates the place on the storage medium where the opera-
tion is to begin.

BASIC Enhancements
Language enhancements can take on two forms: adding

totally new statements or adding new syntax and semantics
to existing keywords. Either kind of enhancement can be
difficult to implement unless the system has been designed
for expandability.

Part ofthe solution to the expandability problem involves
both the parsing strategy and the design ofthe internal code
generated by the parser. 9826A/9836A BASIC parses a pro-
gram statement whenever the ENTER key is pressed. It also
parses statements entered from the keyboard when the
EXECUTE key is pressed. In either case, if there are syntax
errors, they are reported and no further action is taken. Of
course, a given line might be erroneous if some enhance-

ment is absent, but perfectly correct if that enhancement is
part of the system. To allow such lines to be parsed prop-

erly, we adopted the following strategy. The initial 98264/

98364 BASIC system has its own syntax module, and so

does each of the enhancements. The parser for the initial

model of the 98264 or 9836A always begins the parsing

process. If it does not recognize a token, it does not report an

error immediately, but first polls each enhancement's
parser to see if any ofthem can handle the token in question.

If any of the enhancements does recognize the mysterious
token, it parses it, generates the appropriate escape se-
quence and internal code, and then returns control to the
main parser. Only when none of the parsers can deal with

the token is a syntax error generated.

To understand how the enhancements are processed at

execution time, it is necessary to understand the design of
the RPN internal code generated by the parser. At execution
time, this internal code is processed by a table-driven in-

terpreter. Each operand is represented by an index into the

appropriate symbol table array. (Op codes 1 through 127 arc
reserved for operands. The first one hundred are simple

indexes. The remainder are used only as the first byte of a

two-byte encoding of a symbol table index. Using this

scheme, each symbol table can accommodate approxi-
mately 7000 entries.) Each operator is represented by one to
three bytes. To maximize both execution speed and code

compactness, single-byte op codes are assigned to the more

frequently used operators and two-byte op codes to the less

frequently used operators. A single-byte op code is an index

into the primary interpreter table. The first byte of a two-
byte op code sequence identifies a secondary interpreter

table, and the second byte is an index into that table. A

three-byte op code is always associated with an operator
supported by a language enhancement. The first byte iden-

tifies the op code as a three-byte sequence, the second byte

identifies the enhancement that supports the operator, and

the third byte is an index into the enhancement's interpreter

table.
The scheme outlined above solves many, but not all, of

the language enhancement problems. It works well for add-

ing totally new statements to the language, but it often
breaks downwhen an existing statement is enhanced. As an

example, consider file I/O. The only mass memory device

supported by BASIC in the initial model of the 9826A is the
internal flexible disc drive, but the first set of enhancements
allows use of the HP 9895 flexible disc drive as well. The

process of writing data to a file on the 9895 is totally differ-

ent from writing to a file on the 9826A's internal flexible

disc unit, yet the programmer uses the same statement for

either operation. In the past, problems like this were often

solved by making the enhancement ROM support both the

old and the new capability. This strategy is fraught with

problems, not the least of which is that after several en-

hancements the system may contain multiple versions of

code to do fsupposedly) the same thing, and al l  but one

version will be ignored. We were determined to avoid this

situation whenever possible. To do so, we devised an elabo-

rate system of "hooks." In many cases, hooks consist of

procedure variables in the implementation code. The action

taken at a given time depends on the procedure name that is

the value of the variable when it is encountered. Such hooks
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are incorporated in the system everywhere extensions can
be reasonably anticipated. So far, they have proved very
effective in eliminating code duplication.

Since the 98264 and gB36,4, put such a strong emphasis
on UO, this is one area in which many enhancements were
anticipated. The hooks in the I/O implementation are thus
extremely important. As mentioned in the discussion of I/O
speed, each UO operation is divided into three phases: in-
itialization, data transfer, and termination. Each of these
phases is further divided into an object-independent and an
ob jec t -dependent  ( I /O dr iver )  por t ion .  The ob jec t -
independent code performs all manipulations that are in-
dependent of the source or destination of the I/O. Among
these are data conversion and formatting. The object-
dependent code performs the rest of the operation and is
tailored to a particular source or destination. There is a
standard interface between the object-independent and
object-dependent routines. By using procedure-variable
hooks at this junction, it is relatively simple to support new
hardware interfaces by adding only I/O drivers. The beauty
ofthis approach is that such additions are transparent to the
programmer.

HPL
The use of HPL began in February of 1972 with the intro-

duction of HP's gB20 Programmable Calculator.l By the
time the gB25A2 was introduced in lanuary 1976, HPL had
evolved into a sophisticated programming and I/O control
language. Today, there are over 28,000 9825 systems in-
stalled worldwide, proving that HPL has made a home for
itself.

While the 9825 and its language have become popular
with HP's customers, HPL is not a current-technology lan-
guage: there is no real structured programming capability.
Variables are single letters, not multicharacter. It is cryptic
and often hard to read. Parameters and local variables for
functions and subroutines are limited to simple numerics.
So one might justifiably ask the question, "Why would
Hewlett-Packard implement HPL on another machine
when BASIC and Pascal are better choices?"

The answer l ies in the recognit ion that the cost of
so f tware  is  cont inua l l y  inc reas ing  wh i le  the  pr ice /
performance ratio for hardware has been plunging down-
ward. Computer users are looking for ways to increase per-
formance by moving to new hardware without having to
discard their previous investment in software.

The overriding goal of the HPL.project for the gB26'\ and
98364 was to provide a way for gB25 users to run their
existing software on new-technology hardware. The key
strategies for achieving this goal were to maintain a similar
internal architecture by translating 9825 system code to
68000 code and to place gB25 compatibility as the highest
priori ty of that translat ion process. As wil l  be seen
shortly, even some performance is sacrificed to maintain
compatibility.

The second objective of the project was to add language
enhancements that would either complement the new
hardware available in the 9826A and 9836A or fill in known
deficiencies in the language. The knob, alphanumeric and
graphic CRT displays, Iarge readiwrite memory, built-in
flexible disc drive, programmable beeper, powerfail, and
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real-time clock are examples of hardware features for which
HPL language extensions were desired.

Development of 9826A/9836A HPL
The design team had to address four major challenges to

meet the objectives: human interface, mass storage, I/O, and
mathematics.

In the area of human interface, much of the 9825's editing
and operator I /O was designed around a 32-character,
single-line display and a 1O-character strip printer. One of
the major enhancements of 98264/98364 HPL is the im-
plementation of multiline editing and a smolling "soft
printer" on the CRT. For the scrolling printer, the number of
pages of information that can be maintained off-screen can
be programmed from a minimum of two pages to as many as
the available read/write memory can hold. Also, the SBZS
definition of special-function keys is extended on the
9826,4' and 9836,{. to allow labels to be displayed on the CRT
and to allow the keys to be individually definable from a
running program.

Another important hardware feature available on the
98264 and 9836A is CRT graphics. The HPL system has
been extended so that plotter commands that on the 9825
were always directed to an external plotter can now be
directed to the graphics screen. Some new statements
necessary for CRT graphics were also implemented.

The mass storage system is an area where creative solu-
tions have allowed the 9826A and 9sg6A to be compatible
with the 9825, yet still provide a real performance contribu-
tion. The 9825 has two distinct mass storage systems: tape
and disc. The internal tape cartridge uses a nondirectory,
file-by-number system and is accessed by a set of statements
independent of the directory-based, file-by-name disc sys-
tem. It was necessary to implement both systems, but how
could it be done on only one device? The disc system was
the most natural fit with the built-in flexible disc drive, but
what could be done with the tape statements?

The solution to the dilemma was simultaneously map-
ping tape file numbers into disc file names and tape state-
ments to disc statements. Consider, for example, a tape
statement such as rcf 5 which would be used to record the
current program onto tape file 5 of the current tape track,
say track 1. In the S826A and gSaOA, such a statement
will cause the program to be saved onto disc file T1F00b.
Thus all actions dictated by tape statements are emulated
on the disc.

Another key feature of the SB26Ai9S36A HPL mass
storage system is the unified approach to all devices. The
same tape or disc statements can be used to access several
devices ( internal f lexible disc, or external gBBs, 9895, 9134,
B2SO1., 82902). The 9134, 9885, and 9895 support two
different formats: one compatible with the 9825, 9835, and
9845 computers and the other, HP LIF (logical interchange
format), compatible with gsZ64/9836,t BASIC and Pascal.

One of the major uses of the 9825 is as an I/O controller,
and a majority of HPL software uses direct I/O card register
access. However, the UO interfaces ofthe 9826,4, and gBg6A

are of completely new design and the card registers R4
through R7 no longer exist. To provide compatibility with
existing HPL programs, the 98264/9836,4. HPL system pro-
vides a software emulation of the 9825I/O cards. Internallv.
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The main obiectives in writing the 98264/9836A HPL arithmetic
routines were 100% compatibility with the 9825 and performance
that met or exceeded that of the 9825. Because of major architec-
tural differences between the two processors, a switch to binary
arithmetic was considered early in the project. The BPC (binary
processor chip) used in the 9825 has two floating-point ac-
cumulators and ten instructions for manipulating 12-digit BCD
numbers.r On the other hand, the 68000 CPU has only three BCD
arithmetic instructions (add, subtract, and ten's complement),
and these operate on only two BCD digits at a time.

Most of the HPL language system was translated from BPC
assembly language to 68000 assembly language. However, this
was impractical forthe arithmetic routines because of the high use
ol custom BPC math instructions. As a result, the arithmetic
routines were written f rom scratch using the 9825 only as a defini-
tion of what each operation should do. Speed was obtained by
applying a number of programming techniques:
1. Heavy use was made of in-line code instead of subroutines and

loops.
2. Conditional branches were organized to minimize the execu-

tion time of the most commonly taken path.
3. Instructions and addressing modes were carefully selected to

minimize execution time.
4. The multiply and divide operations were implemented using

base 10000. With this technique, BCD numbers are converted
to base 10000, the base 10000 numbers are multiplied or

Original Number Format:
12-Digit llantissa

(4 Bits Per BCD Digit)

6 3  4 8 4 7  3 2 3 1  1 6 1 5  0

divided using the binary multiply and divide instructions of the
68000, and the result is converted back to BCD.

5. Execution times for multiply and divide operations were further
reduced by providing special routines ior handling numbers
with fewer than five significant digits.
Each of these techniques proved useful in reducing the execu-

tion time of arithmetic operations. However, the resulting 68000
code is several times larger than its BPC counterpart-a small
price to pay for the added performance.

Of special interest is the use of base 10000 to speed up the
multiply and divide operations. This technique works as follows.
First, the l2-digit BCD mantissa is converted to a three-digit
base-10000 mantissa (see Fig. 1). Each base-10000 digit repre-
sents four BCD digits, and is stored as a 16-bit binary number.
Next, the binary multiply and divide instructions of the 68000 are
used to perform a multiple-precision operation on the three
base-10000 digits. The base-10000 result is converted back to
BCD, after which rounding and normalization operations are per-
formed. The conversion to and from base 10000 involves a com-
bination of table lookup and arithmetic operations. Note that the
base-10000 representation is only an intermediate step in the
floating-point multiply and divide operations. Floating-point num-
bers on the 9826A/98364 HPL language system are stored in the
same BCD format as in the 9825.

It may seem that the multiply and divide operations are iaily
complex, and they are. However, the execution time for the entire
operation (including conversion to and from base 10000) is one-
half to one-third that of the 9825. Because a similar technique
could not be found for the floating-point addition and subtraction
routines, these operations execute at approximately the same
speed as their 9825 counterparts.

Once the arithmetic routines were comolete. their operation
had to be verified against the 9825 Ior 1OO/" compatibility. This
was done by connecting a 9825 and a 98264 back{o-back via the
HP-lB and running millions of operands through the routines and
comparing the results. The final routines ran for several days
without finding any discrepancies. On the 98264, even the ran-
dom number function produces exactly the same values as the
9825.

-Andy Goris

Reference
1. W.D. Eads and D.S. l\4aitland, "High-Performance NMOS LSI Processor," Hewlett-
Packard Journal. Vol.27. no. 10. June 1976.

See the box on this page for more details on this conversion
to base-'l 0000 arithmetic.

If compatibility with the 9825 was the primary objective,
it is reasonable to measure the success of the project by how
easy it is to run 9825 programs on a 98264 or 9836A. The
results of running many real applications indicate that
many 9825 HPL programs run without modification. There
are, however, certain 9825 machine characteristics that
were impossible to duplicate on the sB26A and 9836A, and
so there will be some programs that require minor changes.
The incompatibility is confined to the following areas:

r I/O cards-some low-level control could not be emulated
exactly because of new hardware design.

I Binary and memory files-because of the new processor

and changes in internal data structures, files containing

llantissa

Base 10q)O Format:

as 0(d;-<9999 .r.t

Fig. 1. Conversion
format.

3-Digit Base-lOO0O llantissa
(16 Bits Per Base-lfi)(x) Digit)

of BCD number tormat to base-10000

each gBzoA/gB36A UO card driver maintains sufficient state
information to construct responses to card register accesses
that will match what a 9825 system would have obtained.

The fourth major challenge area for the proiect was the
mathematical calculations. The 9825 system uses BCD (bi-
nary coded decimal) representations of numbers along with
special processor instructions to operate on BCD values.
The 68000 CPU lends itself to binary representations better
than to BCD, and has very little processor support for BCD
operations at all. Since compatibility was the number one
objective, BCD representation of numbers has been main-
tained in the 98264/98364 HPL system. However, a special
base-10000 mathematics package is implemented inter-
nally to take advantage of the multiply and divide instruc-
tions of the 68000 CPU (which operate on binary numbers).
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binary programs and memory images are not compatible
a Memory use-some data structures now require more

read/write memory. However, this is rarely a problem
since the basic 98264 or 98364 Computer System has
more memory than a 9825.

r Real-time clock (RTCfthe 98264 and 9436A support
special mnemonics to access the internal RTC instead of
the UO statements used on the 9825 to access an external
RTC.

r Keycodes-the hardware keycodes on the 9825 and the
9826A and 98364 are different, although a simple sub-
routine (included with the system) translates the new
codes into the old codes for programs that expect the
latter.
Unlike the incompatibility list, the enhancement list is

quite long. Some of the enhancements are new uses of
existing mnemonics while others are new mnemonics.
a CRT/Graphics: multiline editor, independent enable of

the display of alphanumerics (text), key labels, and
graphics, separate display areas for program and
keyboard-executed display statements, full graphics
support including binary plot, pointer, and graphics
load/store, alphanumeric and graphics dump, and read/
write alphanumeric text from any area of the display.

r Keyboard: full international keyboard support, program
interrupt from knob, programmatic definition of softkeys
and their labels, ability to push any key from a program or
softkey, and ten-deep recall stack.

r Real-time clock: time-of-day clock and program inter-
rupts based on time match, time delay, or cycle.

e I/O: read and write access to buffer pointers, ability to
abort an active transfer, ability to set EOI (end or identify)
on the last byte of an HP-IB transfer, access to two chan-
nels of DMA (direct memory access) and use of DMA with
HP-IB, "printer is" command for setting the default
printer device, and cancelling of on-interrupt branches.

r Mass storage: tape emulation on disc, "mass storage is"
command for setting the default mass storage device, and
unified mass storage commands.

n Powerfail (if installed; this is a hardware battery backup
option to be available in the near future): a program
interrupt can be enabled in the event that power is re-
moved for more than a specified time, allowing for
checkpointing or other corrective action.

r Miscellaneous: 32 user flags, string/numeric conversion
to any base, read, data, and restore operations for pro-
gram constants, and access to the programmable beeper.

Pascal
Pascal on the 98264 and 9836A combines the appeal of a

modern,  wel l  s t ructured and widely accepted pro-
gramming languagewith the computing powerof compiled
code and a state-of-the-art microprocessor. The product is
both an easy-to-use Pascal programming environment and
a complete system development toolbox for the 98264 and
98364. Unlike previous HP desktop computer products,
this software system gives programmers direct.and com-
plete access to all the hardware resources built into the
98264 and 9836A mainframes.

Earlier in this article it was mentioned that the BASIC
language system is largely written in Modcal, a program-
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ming language used internally at HP's Desktop Computer
Division. Modcal consists of the HP standard Pascal lan-
guage and some extensions for system programming. Many
of the extensions were derived from the Modula language
designed by N. Wirth.3

The software tools used to develop BASIC were also writ-
ten in Modcal, and although they did not originally run on
the 9826A, they were adapted to it for imirroved perfor-
mance when prototype hardware became available. This
process involved compiling the programs into native 68000
code, and designing and implementing an UO subsystem.
The 98264 became its own development environment,
with a compiler producing native code, an assembler, a
linker. and some other utilities.

These tools have been developed into production-quality
software offering these features:
r The user-friendliness HP's products are known for
. A modern, highly structured programming language
t Assembly language for people who want it
r Complete access to all hardware resources with

minimum system interference
r Very fast program turnaround, with immediate execu-

tion after compiling
r Execution speeds close to the limits of hardware perfor-

mance
r Demand linking and loading (no explicit user action

neededJ
s Effective use and management of compiled code module

libraries
r Debugging to the register level if necessary
E Smooth transition between normal execution and de-

bugging modes
r Full use of the 16-megabyte address space of the 68000

CPU, including use of memory as a very-high-perfor-
mance mass storage medium

r System easily tailored to have a new personality defined
by the programmer.
Unlike BASIC and HPL, in which the entire language

system is always resident in read/write or read-only mem-
ory, the 9826A/98364 Pascal environment is broken into
subsystems which are loaded from mass storage when
needed. The most important components are:
r Linking loader and file system
r Command interpreter
r Debugger
r HP standard Pascal compiler
r 68000 assembler
r File manager
r Screen-oriented editor
r Librarian

The system presents itself as a hierarchy, with the com-
mand interpreter at the top and the compiler, editor, file
manager, assembler, and librarian as subsystems. At each
level in the hierarchy the user is prompted with a menu of
commands. A command is typically a single keystroke. For
instance, at the highest level the system prompts:

Command: Cmplr Edit File Init Libr Run Xcut Ver

Typing C invokes the compiler, E or EDIT calls up the
editor, F brings in the file manager, and so on. Each subsys-



tem in turn always prompts with its own list of capabilities.
The program development sequence is very simple. The

editor is used to build or modify a source program, which is
saved in a file in memory or on mass storage. The user
presses the RUN key. If the compiler notices a syntax error,
the editor can be invoked; it will place the cursor at the
point where the error was detected. If there are no syntax
errors, the program will immediately be loaded and begin
execution. Subsequent RUN commands will not recompile
the program unless the editor has been used to modify it.

The editor is an in-memory, screen-oriented design (no
line numbers). It can edit as much text as the computer can
store in its memory. It has complete search-and-replace
capabil ity, and can run in either program mode or
documentation mode. Portions of text can be moved or
copied. Full, smooth scrolling access to the entire edit file is
provided by the knob on the keyboard.

The compiler normally accepts HP standard Pascal, con-
forming to the corporate standard. It can also restrict pro-
grams to ISO Pascal, reporting any violations of the pro-
posed international language standard. It can also on request
accept most of the language extensions of UCSD Pascal (a
trademark of the Regents of the University of California), so
programs written in that language will transport easily.
Finally, it can be told to accept eight system programming
extensions chosen from DCD's internal Modcal language.
These extensions are necessary to provide error trapping
and full access to the 98264/9836A hardware set.

Compilation is a one-pass process which translates pro-
grams into an internal tree representation from which code
is generated. The output is relocatable object code, ready to
run. Compilation speeds exceed 4000 lines per minute
when the source and object files are stored in memory.

The two-pass assembler accepts 68000 instruction
mnemonics in the syntax defined by the manufacturer, and
produces object code in the same format as the compiler.
Either absolute or relocatable assemblies are possible. As-
sembly speeds are up to 4000 lines per minute.

The debugger allows stepping through an executing
program one line at a time, or one machine instruction at a
time, As the program executes, the line numbers can be
displayed at the lower right corner of the screen. A history
queue can be kept of the last 63 line numbers or instruction
addresses executed, so it's possible to see how the program
arrived at the point where an error happened. Errors can be
trapped before the program is aborted, and the entire state of
the CPU registers as well as all of memory is accessible at
any time while a program runs. The debugger maintains its
own screen and human interface, so the normal user screen
content is not disturbed by debugging action.

Up to 50 logical devices can be on-line at once. Many
logical devices and their directories can be on a single large
mass storage device. The file manager can create and
examine directories, copy, purge, or rename files, and back
up entire logical devices.

98264/9836A Pascal defines a method by which incom-
plete portions of a program, called modules, may be com-
piled without reference to any program that may ultimately
use them. A module, even after being compiled, carries
with it the precise specification of how it must be interfaced
to any other program or module.

A library is simply a file containing programs or modules
of code, The output of the compiler, assembler, and libra-
rian is always a library. A program using precompiled
modules simply specifies that they are to be imported from
some library; thereafter, the compiler and linking
mechanisms automatically bind the module into the pro-
gram. Libraries may be resident in memory or found in mass
storage.

The librarian provides three l ibrary management
capabilities: linking, constructing libraries, and disas-
sembling libraries. Ordinarily, linking occurs without in-
tervention when a program is run. The librarian's explicit
linking function is mainly for use in generating an entirely
new system. Constructing a library is simply the process of
collecting modules of code into a group so they can be
conveniently managed together. To disassemble a library is
to examine any or all of its modules in detail-the interface
specifications, linkage information, and even machine code
can be displayed on demand.

A standard library is supplied with the system. It contains
modules with about 150 procedures to perform device VO,
interactive graphics, and disc file interchange with many
other HP computer systems. These library routines can be
used by any Pascal application program.

Direct I/O to peripheral devices is supported in four
different transfer modes over HP-IB, RS-232-C, and t6-bit
parallel interfaces. Fast handshake transfers are done in a
very tight loop, with the 68000 CPU devoting full attention
to processing each byte or word ofdata as quickly as possi-
ble. Interrupt mode allows the CPU to initiate a transfer,
then go on to other work. Whenever the peripheral device is
ready to transfer a unit of data, it interrupts the CPU with a
request. Burst transfer is a combination mode, initiated by a
peripheral interrupt and completed in a fast handshake
loop. The fourth transfer mode uses a very high-speed DMA
conholler, instead of the CPU, to service data requests.
DMA transfers are normally overlapped with other compu-
tation by the CPU.

The graphics routines, which will be familiar to some
readers as a subset ofthe DGL graphics library available on
HP 1000 Computers, produce two-dimensional drawings
suitable for many design and engineering applications.
Graphical output can be sent to the built-in display, to
extemal color monitors, and to a variety of plotters. Line
drawing is very fast-about 2500 6-mm vectors per second
can be drawn on the built-in display. Input can be taken
from the knob on the keyboard or a digitizing tablet.

There is no distinction between user and system pro-
grams. In fact, the command interpreter is a relatively sim-
ple program that allows the user to execute other programs
or subsystems, and to catch and report errors. It's easy to
replace the command interpreter with any other program,
resulting in a system that can only do what the substitute
program knows how to do.

The linking loader and file system form the kernel of the
system, the only part that has to be present for a single
Pascal program to run. The loader is able to bring both
programs and modules into memory. It also remembers
what is in memory. This means that modules can be loaded
once, then used over and over by subsequent prograns.
This feature can be used to extend or override svstem
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capabilities. Programs can also be loaded and retained in
memory, to be called whenever they're wanted. When this
is done, they are immediately executable. No later accesses
to mass storage are required.

The operating system, consisting of the file system, IiO
drivers, Iinking loader, and command interpreter, is a set of
memory-resident libraries, most of which are written in
Pascal. This means that the services provided can be called
on by programs or other modules. Moreover, a programmer

can construct custom modules that extend the capabilities
of the system. Such extension modules are bound into the
system simply by loading them, and there is an easy way to
cause them to be loaded automatically when the computer
is turned on.

The system can also be tailored by removing capabilities.
All of the components mentioned above, except the linking
loader and f i le support package, can be removed or replaced
by the user in a few moments.
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Data Communications for the 9826A
and 9836A Computer Systems
by Carl M. Dierschow and Robert P. Uhlrich

S COMPUTERS become more common throughout
the world, the need to exchange data between them
also increases. Data communications is no longer a

luxury; it is a necessity. The HP Model 98628,{ Data
Communications Card provides this communication path
for the S826A and 98364 Computer Systems.

The 986284 card is a newly developed serial data com-
munications interface for the 98264 and 98g6,4'. It handles
many asynchronous protocols and the Hewlett-Packard
Distributed Systems Network/Data Link (DSN/DL) protocol.
This interface fits well into terminal emulation applications
because it is able to handle many dialects of asynchronous
communications including half duplex, full duplex, and
enquire/acknowledge or start/stop handshakes, as well as
automatic detection of end-of-line and prompt-character
sequences. It is also able to drive a variety of RS-232-C
peripherals.

The data link protocol serviced by this card is tailored for
data gathering applications in which an HP 1000 or HP
3000 Computer controls the operation of a factory floor. The
protocol is handled automatically for the user, including
blocking and full data transparency.

The 986284 is supported by the BASIC and Pascal lan-
guages used in the 98264 and 9836,4,. It uses the same I/O
statements as other interfaces for these systems.

The 9862BA contains three independent data and address

o"*XitJ,il'n" "ffi o J:ffi ::r"

Fig.1. Block diagram of HP Model 98628A Data Communica-
tions Card.

buses: the mainframe, internal ZB0 and shared buses (see
Fig. 1). The mainframe bus provides a direct connection to
the 68000 microprocessor's memory bus. The internal ZB0
bus connects the ZB0 microprocessor, timer, serial I/O
(inpuUoutput) chip and program ROM (read-only memory).
The RAM (random-access memory) and hardware registers
are connected to both the ZB0 and the 68000 by the shared
memory bus. All interaction between the 68000 and the
card's ZB0 is performed through the RAM and registers on
this bus.

Maintrame Interface
The 98628,{ card contains a 2K-byte static RAM which is

used to implement a powerful data communication inter-
face to the 9826A and 98364 mainframes. It is shared be-
tween the processors in the mainframe and the 986284
card, meaning that both are allowed to read from and write
to the memory. The arbiter ensures that both processors are
not allowed to access the memory simultaneously. This
shared memory fits well with the system processor which
performs all of its I/O via a memory-mapping mechanism
allocating 64K bytes to each I/O card.

The shared memory contains receive and transmit buf-
fers. Both are implemented as dual circular buffers. One
buffer of the pair is reserved for control information, while
the other contains only data characters. A hardware
semaphore protects access to critical pointers in this shared
buffer scheme.

To satisfy some of the special mainframe I/O require-
ments, three special memory addresses Erre implemented in
discrete hardware, and the first two locations of the shared
RAM are supplemented with additional hardware. These
special additions supply:
r A constant ID register, which uniquely identifies this

type of card
n A mechanism whereby the card can interrupt the main-

frame processor
r A mechanism whereby the mainframe can interrupt the

card's processor
r A hardware semaphore that is used by the firmware to

control access to critical resources in the shared memory
for short periods of t ime.
The card-to-mainframe interrupt mechanism is able to

communicate several different interrupts: received data
available, transmit buffer space available, enor, and an inter-
rupt condition specified by the user language.

The mainframe-to-card interrupt mechanism communi-
cates high-priority commands from the user to the card.
Several other commands that are not used by the 98628,\
are sent via this mechanism by the system's drivers, but the
card rejects these as unserviceable.

The data communications channel mav be treated iust

F
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Protocols

Asynchronous Prctocll
This term actually refers to two different levels of communica-

tions: the bit-level protocols, which are standardized, and the
high-level handshaking protocols, which are not.

As shown in Fig. 1, each character consists of seven to twelve
bits of binary data. The first is called the start bit, and is a logical
zero, while the lastl ,1|hot 2bits are called the stop bit(s) and are
logical ones. Between these are five to eight data bits and an
optional parity bit. The HP Model 986284 card is able to handle
five forms of the parity bit: none, always zero, always one, even or
odd. The last tvvo options adjust the parity bit to produce a sixlo-
nine-bit word that contains an even or odd number of ones.

There are several asynchronous handshaking protocols. Two of
these are half duplex and full duplex. These protocols deal with
the type of modem connection used to communicate between
computers. Half duplex allows only one computer to transmit at a
time with many diiferent conventions used to indicate when one
computer is finished transmitting and the other may take its turn.
Full duplex allows both computers to transmit and receive at any
time. When using this kind of connection, there are several pro-

tocols by which a receiving computer may indicate to a transmitter
that it is in danger of overrunning its buffers. Two of these are
enquire/acknowledge (er.rorncx) and starvstop (xolttxorr). The first
is widely used by HP products, while the latter is popular among a
number of other computers.

Data Link Prolocol
The asynchronous multipoint protocol was first introduced as a

means of connecting multiple HP terminals to larger HP comput-
ers. From this came the HP data link protocol (DSN/DL), which is
essentially the same protocol communicated over a special two-
wire connection. This cable allows communication distances of
up to 4 km. Line control is determined through polling performed
by the master computer. This link was used first as a means of
connecting HP 3075A Desktop Data Capture Terminals and
desktop computers to HP 1000 or HP 3000 Computers.

The characters of the DSN/DL protocol are asynchronous, with
one start, one stop and eight data bits per character. The data is
lormed into blocks and a redundancy check is performed on each
block to assure data integrity. lf any data character is not com-
municated propedy an automatic mechanism provides retrans-
mission of the block of data. The controlling computer provides

independent servicing of each terminal on the line to ensure that
two terminals do not attempt to confuse each other's data.

start stop
Bit , ;  l+ one Bir period 

"nt l__-_| | t 7

I  I  
' . '  - - -  l

t :
l l l i

I  L . - l  t -  I  L  I  !  - - - - -

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

ParityData Bits

Fig. 1. An asynchronous character binary data stream.

like any other I/O channel. In the outbound direction, con-
trol information is placed in the buffer with BASIC state-
ments such as CoNTRoL and oUTpUT END. Outbound
characters are placed in the buffer by OUTPUT, PRINT, and
other statements that produce output for a printing device.

In the inbound direction, control information is placed in
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the buffer according to decisions made by the card. The card
allows individual selection of several conditions such as
end-of-line received, prompt received, end-of-block, and
parity errors. From this information, the BASIC program
can precisely determine the location of these conditions
relative to the data. The control information terminates an
ENTER statement when it is reached, and the information
associated with it may be read via two STATUS registers.

Because of this mixed control and data buffering, several
blocks of data can be buffered in both directions, allowing
the user's program more time to do useful work.

The linkage between the user program and the interface
card is provided by some firmware, called the drivers, in the
9s26A and 98364 operating systems. The drivers are de-
signed not only to make the card independent of the main-
frame, but also to provide a common linkage mechanism for
the 98628,{ and future data communications cards. The
drivers are very simple, acting mainly as a means of com-
municating the user's intentions to the card. The card itself
makes many decisions about the meaning of the user's
statements. The drivers are integrated into the UO structure,
which allows ENTER and OUTPUT formatting as with other
I/O cards.

Data Communications Interface
The 9862BA has a versatile electrical interface for connec-

tion to a wide variety of devices. Four cables and three elec-
trical converters (pods) provide several interface options:

r RS-232-C DTE (male) cable
r RS-232-C DCE (female) cable
t W-4491423 DTE fmale) cable
t RS-4491422 DTE (male) cable
t 13264A, Data Link Adapter
r 13265A 30O-bit-per-second Modulator/Demodulator

(modem)
r 132664 Current Loop Converter.

The card contains drivers and receivers compatible with
the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) RS-232-C, RS-
4491423 and RS-449/422 standards. One.set of electrical
drivers implements the RS-232-C and RS-449/423 stan-
dards. A separate set of drivers implements RS-449/422. To
implement a given standard, the cable uses the appropriate
pins on the 50-pin card connector.

The pods change the RS-232-C electrical signals from the
card to the proper levels for connection to other types of
devices. Each pod consists of a box containing active cir-
cuitry built into the cable. Power is supplied by the main-
frame via the 50-pin connector. The 132644 Data Link
Adapter converts the signals to the electrically isolated
multidrop HP Data Link levels. The 132654 is a 300-bit/s
modem for direct connection to North American telephone
Iines, supporting automatic or manual dialing to establish a
connection to a remote computer. Finally, the 13266A Cur-
rent Loop Converter is used to connect to older current-loop
devices.

Firmware
The 9862BA firmware services two different communica-

tions protocols: asynchronous and data link (DSN/DL). The
first is used for communication with almost any type of
computer, often over telephone lines. The second'is an HP



Electrical Standards

For data communications, early electronic computers bor-
rowed the currenfloop signal ing technique from telegraph and
teletypewriter appl icat ions. This technique uses either the ab-
sence and presence of an electr ical current or i ts direct ion to
srgnal a logical zero or one. Because teletypewriters do not have
str ingent interfacing requirements, a currenfloop standard has
never been developed. The driving voltage, typical ly between 6
and .140 volts, determines the maximum cable length.

In the early 1960s, the Electronic Industr ies Associat ion (ElA),
responding to the need for standardtzed interfaces between
computers, terminals and modems, developed the RS-232-C
standard. RS-232-C defines the electr ical and functional charac-
teristics ol the interface between the devices and uses voltages to
signify logic levels. The data l ines use negative{rue logic-a
positive voltage between 5V and 25V represents a logical zero
and a negative voltage between -5V and -25V represents a
logical one. The control l ines use posit ive{rue logic a posit ive
voltage signif ies an on condit ion and a negative voltage repre-
sents off. A 25-pin connector has become the RS-232-C de facto
mechanical standard. RS-232-C specif ies a maximum cable
length of 1 5.24 metres and data transfer rates up to 20,000 bits/s.

With the need for longer cable lengths and higher data rates,
the EIA del ined the RS-449, RS-423 and RS-422 standards in the
mid-1970s. RS-449 defines the operation ot 27 daIa, t iming and
control l ines. The basic functional characterist ics of R5-232-C are
retained; however, ten new circuits are defined, three old circuits
are deleted and some changes are made to the functional defini-
t ion of some others. RS-449 specif ies a 37-pin connector for main
channel circuits and an optional 9-pin connector for secondary
channel l ines.

To provide an evolutionary growth path to the new standards,
RS-423 was designed to be subselcompatible with RS-232-C.
Voltages in the posit ive and negative 4V-to-6V regions indacate
logic and data levels with lhe same polari ty as RS-232-C. Note the
overlap between RS-232-C and RS-423 in the 5V-to-6V region.
RS-423 achieves data rates up to 100,000 bits/s and longer cable
lengths using a combination of lower voltage swings and slower
transition rates between levels to reduce crosstalk between lines.

RS-422 defines a balanced inter{ace circuit  using the polari ty of
the voltage between a pair of conductors to indicate a logic level.
Balanced circuits provide greater noise immunity to permit long-
distance communication at speeds up to ten mil l ion bits/s.
RS-422 devices cannot interface direct lv to RS-232-C devices.

protocol used by HP computers, data capture terminals,
regular terminals, and now desktop computers.

The 98628,\ card firmware is designed so that it is easy to
use. For example, although there are two distinct data
communications protocols that this card understands, it is
possible to select between them either with a hardware
switch or by software commands from the user's program.
There are seven other protocol default switches that can be
used to load initial option values into the card. However, all
options can be overridden by user commands.

The eight protocol default switches on the card individu-
ally select the communications protocol, common data rate,
and modem control protocol. For asynchronous operation
the user also may select from four common combinations of
bits per character and parity. DSN/DL operation allows
selection between eight different device addresses.

The firmware on the 98628A card was written to handle
the asynchronous and DSN/DL communications protocols
completely. First, the card controls the modem lines that
communicate with the attached hardware modem or pod.

Second, the card handles the software, or character, pro-
tocol to prevent buffer overruns.

In the asynchronous mode this software protocol checks
for handshake characters, end-of- l ine sequences, and
prompts. All of these characters may be changed or disabled
by the user to suit specific applications. It is useful for the
card to detect these characters because the work required by
the mainframe is reduced and buffer overruns are pre-
vented. For example, the card can search for carriage-
return/line-feed combinations and logically split the data at
such points to facilitate data entry by the mainframe.

The DSN/DL protocol is considerably more complicated,
with blocking, error checking, and timeouts. The firmware
for this protocol is designed as a state machine. With this
programming concept, the reception or transmission of
each protocol character results in a change of the card
firmware's state. This design promotes structured, modular
code and a more logical servicing of the DSN/DL protocol.

The DSN/DL protocol features excellent error detection
and recovery, mainly because a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) is transmitted and checked with every block of data.
If the receiver's calculations do not agree with the transmit-
ted CRC, the sender is asked to repeat the block of data.
Other redundancies are also built into the protocol. For
example, when the controlling computer asks for data from
a slave computer i t  issues a pol l ing sequence containing
two addressing characters, which are both repeated to avoid
confusion caused by spurious line errors.

Since the card attempts to handle both the hardware and
software protocols completely, there are few cases in which
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action other than the normal movement of data is required
of theuser's program. However, forthose exceptional cases,
additional coNTRoL and STATUS registers are provided,
along with interrupt mechanisms, to allow a program to.
control the card's operation.

To facilitate friendliness and comply with legal require-
ments for switched public telephone circuits, several time-
outs have been implemented to catch such conditions as:
c Not establishing a connection (caused by a misdialed

number or busy circuits)
n Losing a connection (the remote computer hangs up or

there is a break in the circuit)
a Half-duplex transmission lockup (incompatible or con-

fused half-duplex protocol)

r Lack of data activity on the line (loss of connection or
computer down).

Each of these timeouts may be individually disabled or set
to a new value by the user.

Self-Test
In a typical data communications system, a number of

devices from various manufacturers are connected to-
gether. Ifthe system does not operate properly, being able to
test each of the individual blocks is important to isolating
the problem. The 986284 has self-test programs to respond
to this need. At power-up, the card's firmware runs a test
and signals any failure to the user. A connector for a more
thorough hardware and cable test is also available.
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